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The next subject concerns critical Characteristics of coaxial cable for co~ 
rnuni ty television applications, and on this we will hear from David Karrrran 9 

Staff Engineer 9 Times Wire and Cable Company o 

MRo DAVID Eo KARRMANNg Looking ahead in providing quality systerrs with . 
long life and trying to meet new standards for the industry 9 I would like to 
discuss what we think to be a very critical characteristic of cable itself o This 
is the impedance uniformity o Impedance unifonni ty should be measured by a return 
loss rnethodo Many people measure the impedance uniformity of their cable by 
sweeping it for attenuation unifonni ty o Pm. attenuation uniformity sweep will g.i. ve 
an output that will shav a level suckout at a particular frequency where there is 
a mismatch within the cable o Now in general~ in trying to measure attenuation 
you are liJTli ted to a few tenths of a db of accuracy o A few tenths of a db of accu
racy in attenuation could be related to a VSWR of about loS to lo This type of 
VSWR would represent a rather poor return loss quality from the cable 9 actually 
about 14 dbo We think the cable should have a much higher quality than this and 
we propose using return loss sweep as a quality measuremento We sweep the cable 
for return loss using a return loss bridge o These bridges can have a dynamic 
range of 50 tq 55 db which enables us to read impedance uniformities in the vici
nity of lo 01 to 1 or bettero 

Before proceeding I want to define return loss o The return loss of a cable 
is the db difference between a signal applied to a cable and the signal which 
reflects back out the same end of the cable o This measurement is made by con
necting a terminated lengtl of cable to be evaluated to an impedance bridge 
(such as the Jerrold KSB=75) and s-weeping the cable from 50 to 220 mcs and ob
serving the reflected signal on an oscilloscopeo A marker generator and vari
able aLtenuator are used to measure the frequency and ~uplitude of any spike 
in the pattern of the returned signalo The effective VSWR at that frequency 
can be found from figure Co 

A return loss spike represents a unique situation within the cable, in that 
there are many little structural discontinuities 9 each of which are reasonably 
small and are located a half wave length apart at the frequency of the spikeo 

The reflections from each of t.hese discontinuities sum together to form the 
relatively large total reflectiono At other frequencies the little reflections 
will add with a randum phase relationship 9 canceling each other 9 and therefore 
not being visible in the trace of reflected signalo 

This measurement of return loss can be translated into a degree of picture 
degradationo Since return loss is a measurement of a reflected signal within 
a cable$ and since a ghost is a reflection as viewed on a TV receiver 9 there 
is obviously a distinct relationship between these characteristicso 

For the purpose of this work~ we have taken the assumption that the re= 
flection coefficients of all the discontinuities are equal, and therefore the 
reflections of all discontinuities are equal at the point of reflection o This 
is a justified assumptionS) in that they are generally introduced by a repetitive 
fault in the rranufacturing process S> the sharpness of the reflection spike is 
indicative of a cascaded fault~ and even if the amplitudes of the individual 
discontinuities are not equal~ the averaging effect of the SUl"l"'TPation makes this 
error negligibleo 

Obviously 9 the frequency of a return loss spike is a function of the spacing, 
and there are~ therefore g a discrete number of discontinuities within a given 
length of lineo The size of the cable and the frequency of the spike under study 
control the attenuation between the individual reflections and hence the reinfor
cement of the first reflection by subsequent reflectionso These phenomena have 
been taken into consideration in calculating the set of curves shown in FIGURE lo 
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This figure presents the rragni tude of 
each individual discontinu1ty comp~d 
to the rragni tude of the effective 
total as indicated by the return 
loss measurement for cellular poly
ethylene dielectric cables o The 
curves are presented as a function 
of attenuation at a given frequency 
rather than a particular physical 
size to increase the flexibility in 
extrapolation of data for all cellU• 
lar cable constructions o For cableS 
longer than those sham on figure 1, 
the lowest number indicated should be 
taken~ as reflections from points 
beyond that length are individuallY 
so srrall compared to the total, and 
are attenuated so greatly 9 they do 
not further increase the total refle~ .. 
tiono Figure B shoos the relationshlP 
between two unequal signals when theY 
are addedo 

We must now take into conside' 
ration the effect of delay time on ~e 
perceptibility of reflections as 
viewed on TJ screeno Figure A shcMS 
the relationships· between the refleC' 
tion magnitude and its delay relative 
to the desired signal for a "just 
perceptible" or 9'just acceptable" 

ghost o The larger reflection which can be tolerated with short delays is due to the 
loss in picture resolution of two closely spaced signalso 

In considering reflections coming ·from a cable~ the attenuation of the reflec= 
tions must be consideredo A reflection earning from any point in the cable will be 
delayed and attenuated by twice the transit time to the point of reflectiono Taking 
the attenaation of the reflection and the relationship of amplitude and delay in 
mind, the critical point in a cable was foundo Figures 2A and 2B show the minimum 
signal to reflection ratios at the point of reflection ratios at the point of re
flection for a "just perceptible0 or rvjust acceptable" ghosto Again the curves are 
plotted as a function of attenuation for full flexibility in consideration of various 
cable sizes and constructions as well as operating frequencyo 

We can now convert our "return loss" measurement into picture degradation with 
the aid of the relationships established in figures 1 and 2 o By surrming the indi
vidual reflections over a 2 microsecond delay time centered at the critical point 
of the cable 9 the magni ture of the resulting picture degradation can be calculated 
as a function of the signal to reflect in ratio as measured by a return loss sweepo 
This has been done and the results are shewn in figure 3 as minim..un return loss 
at any channel for several typical cableo 

It must be kept in mind that this discussion includes only he effect of the 
discontinuities within the cable and that there will probably be other impedance 
mismatches in the system (taps; in and output matches to amplifiers, connectors, 
and splices) which will introduce additional ghost degradation o Therefore, a re
turn loss specification of 26 db at Channel 2 with a weighting factor of 3 db per 
octave appears to be a minimum quality level for a system which is slightly better 
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than 99 just acceptableo" A 
system designed for the highest 
picture quality should incorpo
rate 30 db return loss cableo 

' A1 though the degra~tion 
introduced by devices inserted 
in the line often is considered 
more significant than the ef fect 
of the cable 9 the overall long 
term performance is certainly 
improved by at least starting 
with good cable in the system, 
cable which will still provide 
top quality when the degrada
tion introduced by other sys
tem components is reduced by 
advances in the state of the 
arto 

Acknowledgements~ 
The author wishes to thank 
Mro Ken Simons for the infor
mation used to set the signal 
to ghost ratio versus delay 
for a ~nimum acceptable 
standardo 

Thank youo (Applause) 
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CALCULATION PROCEDU·RE 

I. Critical S/R vs. Location for "Just · Perceptible" or "Just Acceptable" Ghosts. 

The tole~~ble S/R for time delays of up to 9 ·usee were taken from Figure A. 
These deiays were converted to feet of cable, taking into consideration the 
two-way transmission time. 

Cable Length (ft.) == Delay (usee) x __ (.:._ft_.)_ 
.0025 (usee) 

.Since this tolerable S/R is at the viewing point, it can be increased by twice 
the cable attenuation to th~ reflection point under .study. 

S/R. (min. at . A)== S/R (tolerable) + 2 (A (ft.) x d:; db ) 
100 100 ft.· 

Example: Min. S/R at 500' of JT1500 at 90 mcs for just perceptible ghost. 

ft. 
Delay ~ Cable' Lengt _ (ft.) x .0025 

usee 

£?elay == 1.25 usee 

S/R .(Min.) == 36 db + 2 (5 x .8 db/ 1 00 ft.) == 28 db 

11. Total S/1l or Return toss (RL) for the Sum of Many Small. Reflections for L Feet 
of Cable at Frequency F. 

RL Total == ~ rl1 + (rl2 + 25 ~ ) + ... + (rl n + 2S(n-1) (;() ) 
----? 
0 L 

where rl n == return loss of each discontinuity 

S == separation between each discontinuity 

S == 
984 X .81 

2F 
F == Frequency in mcs 

c£. == attenuation at F in db/ft. 

Each term in this expression is eva.luated and then summed by the use of 
Figure 3. The summation is contilll.~ed until the nth term is no longer visible 

in the tot a I. 

Ill. Return Loss vs. Ghost Effect. 

The crrtical porlion of each attenuation level was selected from Figure 1 and 
fhe S/R noted. The total increase in S/1R for the summa·tion of the discon
tinuities in 800 ft. (2 usee) of cable a·t the frequency under study was taken 

from Figure 2. 

The sum of these equals the max. tolerable S/R of each discontinuity. The 
total increase in the summation over 1000 feet is read from Figure 2. The 
difference between the individual max. and the increase per 1000 ft. is the 
maximum RL that can be tolerated for a 1000 ft. cable. 

Max. RL == (Critical Si'R + Increase in S/R for 800 ft. summation) -
Increase in S/R for summation of total cable. 
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MR o W o K o HEADLEY~ As we look ahead in our industry 9 one thing that is im
portant to keep in ~nd is the standards for the distribution of TV by coaxial 
cableo On this subject we will hear from Mro Isaac Blonder 9 better kna.m to most 
of us as Ike Blonder~ Chairman of the Boaro at Blonder-Tongue Laboratorieso 

MRo ISAAC BLONDER~ Since this subject took us several years at our plant, 
and 9 one ~ght ask, can you condense it into 10 min tes?; of course our answer 
is noo I hope you will forgive s for hand1ng out copies of a paper commercially 
designed to sell our products which also covers the subject mattero 

Hcwever, let rre just give you some of the gist of the design philosophy behind 
the cable compensation whiCh we have attemp~ed to doo 

First of all, we investigated the entire range of a~lifier and amplifier 
capabilitieso I think all of you knaN there is a latitude possible in system 
design between noise figure and output capability o The merit of the system or 
its dynamic range determines the number of problems that the system can encounter 
and still surviveo The most severe one as far as we are concerned, really re
sides in the cable 9 ·where as you undoubtedly know 9 the cable slope changes with 
temperatureo In a system that may have as many as 20 amplifiers, if there is a 
variation between amplifier s~ages of lets say 1 db 9 we are likely to wind up 
with a 20 db variation between one end of the band and the other and since the 
dynamic range in rrost long systerrs is not as high as 12 db obviously you are go
ing to run into either noise or cross=modo 

The first problem that we ran into of course is the amplifier 9 and there we 
simulated virtually everything that has been built or that we could think of 
building 9 keeping in mind the db per dollar problem9 the ins·tallation problem 
and the reliability problemo Since transistors have not yet achieved the output 
capabilities that we would desire, we had to regretfully delay their usage until 
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"LOOKING .AHEAD" = TECHNICAL SESSION" 

MR o Wo Ko HEADLEYg Good morningo For the sess ion f orrrat this morning we have 
chosen the two words "Looking AheadfY o These words really mask what we have all 
knCMn through the years as our technical session, but this year we are attempting 
to place emphasis on trends which are moving us ahead i nto t he future of our indus
try o We hope you will find this session interesting and I am sure you will find 
it quit e varied in terms of the subject matter discussed o We are going to be very 
tight f or time~ because there are a total of eight speakers o The first seven speak
ers incidently are also exhibi torn at this conventiono Therefore , we will have to 
set it up so that there will be no question and answer period f or the first seven 
speakers o HCMever" you are invited to come up and see them afterwards , or see them 
in their eXhibit booths and put any questions to them which you may haveo For the 
last speaker, since he is a guest from abroad 9 we will attempt , i f we have time 

9 
to 

have a short question and answer period following his papero So without further 
ado I would like to introduce the first speaker who will talk on t he future trends 
and specifications of corrnnunity systems and equipmento The speaker is Mro Ken 
Si mons 9 Chief Engineer of Jerrold Electronics Corporation o Mr o Simons o 

MRo KEN SIMONS g Since the first CATV Systerrs in this country were installed 
9 

Corranuni ty Television has come a long way o The early systems had few amplifiers 
and s erved relatively small tCMns o Almost without exception t here wer e no satis
fact ory air signals in the areas being servedo Todayvs Systems use dozens of am
plifiers in cascade, extend for many miles and serve thousands of people o Very 
oft en a CATV System operat es in direct competition with one or two good air sig
nals o These facts strongly affect the technical requirements placed on the Systemo 
To compete against air signals the quality of the CATV pictures must be comparably 
goodo To make the service attractive under these competitive conditions 

9 
the op

erat or must provide many more channels than were needed i n the earlier Systemso 
This grcwth inescapably requires improvements in the techniques used for mea

suring and specifying Syst em and equiprrent perforrranceo In the pioneer years it 
was sufficient to measure signal levels and look at pictures o Looking ahead 

9 
with large capital groups invest ing hundreds of thousands of dol l ars in CATV, 
we mus t find ways of providing mare meaningful specificationso 

What rrakes a specification meaningful? It must mean the same thing to every
one who uses ito You would have trouble kncwing hoo much cable t o order if one 
manufacturer used a 10 inch foot and another used a 14 inch f oot, and both called 
them ufeetu o When every one agrees on a 12 inch foot you can buy cabl e to fit be
tween two points and kna¥ it wil l come out right o 

The least meaning ful specification in the CATV i ndustry t oday concerns ampli
fier output ratings o This is decidedly a "10 inch footn propcsi tiono There is 
no corranon agreement on test methods" nor on distortion limits o I can v t tell you 
what these test methods and distortion limits should be, but I can tell you what 
Jerrold 9s practice is~ and I would like to do this in some detail i n t he hope that 
this will help towards eventual agreement on this vital pointo 

The output level of a CATV System is almost always limited by cross modulation, 
"windshi el d wiper" effects due . to passing many channels t hrough single amplifiers o 

The basic test for cross=mod is a simple one ~ FIGURE 1 shows a block diagram 
of the setupo A number of clean signals at the various channel f requencies are 
combined and fed through the amplifier or system under testo Whi le viewing the 
output s ignal on a good television receiver, the output levels are increased until 
windshi el d wiper is just visible in the picture o The level at whi ch thi s occurs 
can be called the maximum usable output of the systemo · This test gi ves surpris
ingl y consistent resultso If you will try i t you will find it very easy to agree 
on the level at which overload occurso 
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There is a weakness in 
the fact that~ when viewing 
'N prograns , windshield wiper 
can be seen much more readily 
on sorre pictures than on otherso 
The accuracy of the test is 
greatly increased if a CW sig
nal is substituted for the pic
ture signal on the viewing 
channel o · This provides a white 
screen which does not change 
during the test, so more consis
tent and critical observations 
can be madeo Since System cha
racteristics are generally not 
the sane for all channels 9 this 
test is complete only when it 
is made on each channel , the 
CW signal being substituted in 
turn for each of the channel 
signalso The maximum usable 
output is then that which gives 
barely visible interference on 
the worst channel o 

The white screen test is 
the basis of all our amplifier 
output ra ings o While it is a 
good basic test, it requires 
judgment so that it is not con
venient for day-to-day use in 
the laboratory o For laboratory 
measure~rents we have developed 
the cross=mod test set outlined 
in FIGURE 2o 

Any combination of twelve 
crystal controlled carriers is 
availableo Each one is 100% 
modulated with 15 o 75 KC square 
wave except when the receiver 
is tuned to ito The receiver 
includes a DC meter measuring 
the detector output level and 
a tuned 15o75 KC amplifier with 
a meter to measure the AC modu

lationo This neter is calibrated in db belav 100% rrodulationo This test set gives 
readings of relative cross-mod in db o To mean anything these readings must be re
lated to the basic white screen testo We have conducted a great many tests during 
which a small group of engineers and others compared the perfoi"''TBnce of a given 
amplifier on the white screen test with its perfoi"''TBnce measured on the cross 
m:xlulation testero Excellent consistency is found in most cases 9 and the per
f oi"'JTBnce corresponding to certain cross-modulation numbers is shown on FIGURE 3o 

These relationships are obviously approximateo Given a cross-modulation 
tester and a white screen setup any given group of people could come up with 
numbers varyind a db or so one way or the other o 
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Cross-Modo Reading Picture Characteristics 

... 57 db 
-51 db 
-45 db 

No visible cross modo 
Cross mod barely visible on white screen 
Cross mod barely visible on moving 
pictures 

All of the numbers sham represent SYSTEM limits o They must be applied with 
care to individual amplifiers o With distribution amplifiers and line extenders 
there is no great problem~ since they are normally operated at levels where 
cross-mod is measurable a Main line amplifiers are more difficul to In a cas
cade System cross_,mod doubles each time the System length is doubled; so, in a 
cascade of 32 amplifiers $ the System cross=mod is 30 db above that due to each 
amplifiero Measuring distortion on an individual line amplifier at operating 
output level requires measurement of cross-mod more than 80 db dam o Since this 
is difficult it is common practice to measure at higher l evels and calculate the 
distortion at operating levelso This qpsumes that the relation between output 
level and cross-mod follCMS a simple matherratical l aw o This is not always true o 
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FIGURE 4 sha...rs 9 for ex
ample, a plot of cross-mod 
vso level for two different 
amplifiers ; a distributed 
amplifier (a) which shoos a 
characterist ic changing almost 
exactly 2 dv for each db change 
in level (following basic 
theory) 9 and another broadand 
amplifier (b ) where the distor
tion reaches a minimum at a 
relati vely high level 9 and then 
increases at looer levels o With 
this kind of curve cascade per
formance cannot be prediqted 
from high level measurements 4 

Since we have not yet found a 
way of rraking reliable measure
ments at -80 db, our present 
practice is to measure in the 
vicinity of - 60 db on a cascade 
of at least eight amplifiers 
before setting specs on a line 
amplifier~ and until a better 
method is proposed we recommend 
this as a reliable procedureo 

A second troublesome specification is concerned with the echo content or ghost
ing of the final picture due to the Systerno Echoes are generated in a CATV System 
wherever there is excessive impedance misrratch o Echoes result from mismatch at 
the input and output terminals of amplifiers , splitters and taps , as well as from 
mechanical irregularities in the cableo Although System performance can be con
trolled reasonably well by specifying the degree of match on each piece of equip
m=nt and by controlling the cable manufacture by careful sweep-frequency tests, it 
is difficult to find an overall System measurement which will provide a usable echo 
ratingo 

One fact is tied downo It was established at the Bell Laboratories by care
ful subjective tests some years ago that 9 with a studio-quality picture, a video 
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echo signal producing a second picture clearly displaced from the first 9 would 
produce a visible ghost when it was less than 40 db below the main signalo(l) 
Other tests established the relationship between echo delay and degree of impair
rrento (2) One factor prevents applying these results directly to the Corrmmity 
situationo The annoyance effect of an RF echo depends not only on its amplitude 
but also on the RF phase of the echo carrier in relation to the main carrier o The 
greatest annoyance is produced when the RF echo is in phase ( positive echo) or 
180° out of phase (negative echo) with the main signalo An echo signal of the 
same amplitude will give less trouble when it~s phase is between these two ex
tremeso 

A workable compromise which leaves much to be desired is to use an 9vecho 
rating19 which says that the echo content in the received picture shall be no 
more annoying than a single well-displaced video echo 40 db down o This leave 
open a considerable area of discussion as to the relative annoyance value of a 
complex echo pattern as compared to a single echo o 

There is an approach to the problem of measuring and specifying echo distor
tion which has been used in Europe much more widely than in this country o This 
is the sine-squared pulse testo(3) A signal corresponding to a single picture 
element is sent through the System and its shape at the receiver is compared 
with its shape at the head endo FIGURE 5 shows comparison of a transmitted pulse 

(a) with a received one (b) showing 
the effect of close-spaced and long 
distance echoes o One way of speci-

F.tguJr.e 5 

~~0.1_2~-P•----------------
(A) TRANSMITTED PULSE 

(B) RECEIVED PULSE 

(C) TEMPLATE FOR SETTING Ll MITS 

SINE SQUARED PULSE 

fying System performance is to re
quire that the received pulse fall 
within a set of lirni t lines 9 as 
indicated on the figure (c)o 

Another area of confusion con
cerns hum modulationo Subjective 
tests were carried out at the Bell 
laboratories ( 4) which sha.r ~ for a 
studie=quality picture 9 that a hum 
signal 40 db below the video signal 
is barely perceptibleo This 40 db 
specification need not be applied 
directly to the community situation 
because present~day receivers with 
keyed AGC circuits provide a consi
derable degree of protection against 
hum modulationo Considering this 
fact 9 our experience indicates that 
a 30 db limit ( 30 db lelCM 100% 
modulation) is reasonable, but work 
remains to be done to evaluate the 
effect of receiver characteristics 
and establish a reasonable limito 

We have lived with many co~ 
promises during the growth of the 
CATV industry a Now that we are com

ing of age we will get along be·tter if we can learn to speak the same language, 
to establish tests and specifications on the essentials of System performance that 
are clearly defined and understood by operators and manufacturers alike o 

(1) See rvQuality Rating of 1V Images", Mertz, Fowler and Christopher1l 
Proco IoRoEo Volo 38 NOVo 1950 pp 1269=1283o 
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( 2) See urnfluence of Echoes on TV 'I'ransm:ission99 ~ Pierre Mertz~ Journal 
of SMPTE, Volo 60~ May 1953o 

(3) For an excellent presentation see '9Performance Testing of Television 
Channels" 9. by Maurice Eo Cookson PPo 28-34 TV and Corranunications 9 June 1964o 

(4) See nobserver Reaction to Low Frequency Interference in Television 
Pictures 9n by AoDo Fo.vler~ Proco IoRoEo Volo 39 9 PPo 1332-1336 9 Octo 195lo 

Thank you for your time o (Applause) 

MRo Wo Ko HEADLEY~ Thank you, Keno Ps we proceed in our long and varied jour
ney ahead this morning~ at top speed necessarily 9 we will whisk you into the second 
subject~ which concerns itself with solid state system concepts 9 and on this sub
ject you will hear from MroDonn Nelson, Staff Engineer at Ameco, Inco 

MRo DONN Go NElSON~ There was a thought provoking article written by General 
David Sarnoff of RCA and NBC fame in the May issue of Fortune 'Magazineo In this 
article Sl General Sarnoff predicts the future of not only electronics, but many 
other aspects of communications in the United States and for the whole world o He 
is an advanced thinker and among the things he predicts are these~ he predicts 
that some day neT.-JS can be typed out in one country and by a verifax satelite 1V 
link be sirrul taneously reproduced rrany thousands of miles away o The news can 
happen and we can instantly receive ito He predicts that some day a personal com
munications link will exist, which wil allo.v the mass public to talk to each other 
and look at each other in full color reproduction at any time o Na.v he does not say 
hav this is to be accomplished)) but I think that we have in the CATV industry a 
means whereby this could .be achieved o 

Roughly 15 years ago]) the first CATV system was formed and it was formed for 
altruistic purposes rather than the reasons we form a system today~ but during that 
period of time the equipment we worked with was frequently handmade o We made it 
ourselveso We had to do our am engineecingo We didnwt have all the illustrious 
brains in the engineering world at our disposal, because they had never heard of 
our industryo Many of you sitting in this audience could probably be well called 
design engineers Sl because you are contributors to the modern stage of the art o 
Frequently when I am at the plant in Phoenix~ Arizona, a customer will call up 
and say t Donn, why don v t you manufacture such and such, and so I go talk to some
body 9 and he talks to somebody else and pretty soon Ameco has a new product on the 
market and it wasn 9 t because of our superior thinking or because of our ingenuity, 
it was because of the fact that we are dealing with very able and very intelligent 
people who are our customers o The future is thrilling because we have only scratched 
the surface 9 we doni t knav where we will arrive ultimately o We na.v have CATV, CCIV, 
E1V and S'IV o 

The three areas in which we will have substantial improvements soon are~ l0 rural 
TV 9 including long distance transmission, 2 o the interrogation and response system 
which is something that has been knCMn for years and is something which we are going 
to be forced to adopt$ and 3 o reliability, something in which we are all interested o 

One of the foremost allegations that the FCC has against CATV is the fact that 
we cannotSl nor do we offer service to everybodyo If a farmer happens to live four 
or five miles out of tc:Mn ~ even if there are a few other fanns out there 9 we 9 as 
system operators, just plain ignore them because we can v t afford the amount of money 
it would cost to hook them upo It might be 27 years before we get our money backo 
I was talking to Dick Yearrick, one of our salesmen out of the Harrisburg office in 
Pennsylvania, and he says that he has wired or sold the equipment for wiring many 
small t<:Mns togethero If a tc:Wn is maybe four and a half miles from another to.vn, 
he has been able to use transistorized line extenders and offer economical service 

. from one of these corranuni ties to anothero This is something many operators have , 
missed for a long timeo 
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Bill Rheinfelder ~ hneco us chief scientist 9 turned out a report in which he 
rated all of the Ameco amplifierso He determined what he called a figure of 
merito This figure of merit was based upon the noise factor and the output ca= 
pabili ty of each amplifier o One of the striking things which was disclosed by 
this report was that Arne co us line extender series has exactly the same figure of 
rrerit found in the more deluxe and expensive mainline series of equipmento This 
means that an operator can cascade line extenders~ which sell for $69 ~ less dis ... 
count 9 again and again and again and deliver high quality pictures at the end 
of the transmission lineo 

Also 9 in our laboratory we have been working on an FM modulation system for 
long distance CATV transmissiono It now appears that in the very near future~ 
hreco will have an even better means of propagating signals o There is no reason, 
based on scientific data~ that FTn video could not be transmitted 50 or 60 miles 
without degradation of the video information or the soundo That would mean that 
we could economically replace many of the microwave hops which are so difficult 
to obtain with a cheaper reliable transmission systemo 

The second thing I would like to discuss is the interrogation and response 
requirement o In order that educational TV may really be effective, we must plan 
to have inter.rogation and response o The crippleS~ the shut-in j the person too 
feeble to leave home would be able to study a trade on educational television 
and i> by means of the CATV system in his corrmuni ty 9 he could answer questions 
during tests from his bedo He could achieve diplomas~ certificates or even 
degreeso 

We have the equipment to accomplish the above conditions right na.r o In fact~ 
at Ameco we had a requirement very recently to do this very thingo I found that 
many years agoSl we used to build what we designated a CF 33o This was a small 
unit which bypassed an amplifier so that RF could go one way and audio or other 
laver frequency infonnation the other way o The devices worked very well, but 
there was no need for them 9 so we hid them OMay with the old obsolete proto
typeso I resurrected sorre CF=33us and used them with some of our new subchannel 
amplifiers to pass subchannel around one way and the regular VHF the other wayo 
It worked beautifully o There is no reason why any one of the companies repre-. 
sented at this convention couldn 11 t produce equipment to give interrogation and 
response o There is no reason why the CATV system of the future couldn at have 
additional sources of revenue resulting from this o Also~ we could have a paver 
company and water company meter reading service~ whereby~ we could punch a 
button and impulse devices would send out information over the CATV systemo 
Every house could be required to be attached to the CATV system whether they 
use the TV signal or note It could be a requirement of the power companyo This 
coded information could be back fed around the amplifiers in the CATV lines to 
a central information hub' it could be de oded, fed into IBM machines from which 
utility bills, monitoring the individual homes in a community~ could be processed 
in minuteso 

Think of the revenue that would come to the CATV operator if he maintained 
a service like thiso The CATV operator could also run public opinion polls in
terrogating consumers right from their horreso He could show a product on the 
TV screen and the customer could punCh a yes or no button which would indicate 
approval or rejection of this product o There is no reason why in the CATV sys
tem of the future)) we couldn 11 t vote at election time~ by having a keyed identi 
fication to be activated directly from our homeso 

The third important area of system improvement which I foresee is that of 
reliabilityo Years ago many of OUI" systems were HJen:y riggeduv' many haphazardly 
thr<:Ml1 togethero Some systems had Arreco equipment~ Jerrold equipment, Entron 
equipment and SKL equipment~ all operating in a given length of cableo These 
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These systerrs were inferior~ incongruous and frequently a night.,.,mare to keep ope
ra tinge The engineering of modern CATV equipment has improved vastlyo There is 
no ma.jor manufacturer of CATV equipment today who doesnut make pretty good equip
mente 

The cable connectors we use today are much better than the problematical ones 
we used to usee For example~ we at hneco have amounced a new line of 75 ohm 9 
matched~ simple and durable cable connectors e Today we have cable coaxial which 
is far superior to any we have had in the paste The anticipated life of good 
aluminum cable is 20 yearse Derrek Busby of Canada Wire Ltde says 9 

990urs will 
last 35 years 9

g c I don vt kna-1 if tl1at was salesroanship talking, but I doubt ito 
But just think of that~ 20 years ~ Thatij s twice what we used to think of as the 
life of the entire CATV systemo Our modern day systems are better, but they must 
be made even more reliable o If for instance, nPhonovisionH, which the telephone 
company is currently demonstrating, became popular and in demand, the CATV system 
would be an ideal medium for transmitting this video and audioo We have bands of 
unused RF frequencies between the FM spectrum and channel 7 o We have all of the 
subchannels that could be filled with phase m::xlulated video information o If AT&T 
would becorre interested in utilizing our industry for this purpose 9 they would 
insist upon one thing; that is system reliability o AT&T would probably not even 
consider renting or leasing services from a CATV system which had a low reliability 
indexo 'Where amplifiers and component parts become very hot due to vacuum tubes 
and high voltages 9 the system can reqm:re frequent and extensive maintenance o The 
reliability of Transistors is dranatically superior to that of vacuum tubes o Pm 
anticipated life of 97 years makes these devices preferred amplifiers for now and 
the futureo 

The last thing I would like to say is that many of the things I have mentioned 
as vucoming soonH are happening todayo .fm1eco is na-1 building a system in a rela
tively large Southern city in which we are including additional income for the CATV 
operatoro We are adding a subchannel communication link to this productive CATV 
systemo It will consist of a 10 mile closed link from the head end which will 
completely loop the acti vi t:ies centers of this Southern metropolis o It runs right 
through the center of tCMn where it passes through the business and shopping areas o 
The loop unites the pu.blic schools~ it goes by the public institutions , the parks 
and every place having something of interest for the citizens o This subchannel 
link will have 50 inputso Each input will a low the origination of TV programming 
for corrmuni ty service and corrrnercial purposes o The subchannel information will 
pass through the amplifier chain to the head end where it will be converted to a 
normal CATV channelo Local businessmen will advertise on this systemo The CATV 
operator will be able to sell or give away time to display a grand opening of a 
new store~ he can show sales promotions S~ he can shCM a library opening~ he can 
show anything of civic importance to his CATV subscribers and his subscribers onlyo 

kneco is a manufacturer who is meeting future reliability requirements today o 
We feel that when we look to the future of CATV Sl we are looking to the future of 
CATV with Amecoo (Applause) 

MRo Wo Ko HEADLEY'g I ud ike to make another short announcement hereo I kna-1 
that many of you have brought your children tb the conventiono Itus been a plea
sure having them and I hope they are having a wonderful time o I 9 m sure they are 
because I think you will all agree that the job George Barco and Bob Tarlton have 
done as cQ->chairmeri of the corrrni ttee has given you a convention that you will long 
rernember o To prove the point ,that the planning is complete and detailed, some of 
you rraght be wondering wl1at you will do with your children when you are attending 
the banquet tonighto Therefore~ this is simply to announce that there will be a 
childrens u banquet in the Crysta ... Room at 7 gQQ PoMo 
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The next subject concerns critical Characteristics of coaxial cable for co~ 
rnuni ty television applications, and on this we will hear from David Karrrran 9 

Staff Engineer 9 Times Wire and Cable Company o 

MRo DAVID Eo KARRMANNg Looking ahead in providing quality systerrs with . 
long life and trying to meet new standards for the industry 9 I would like to 
discuss what we think to be a very critical characteristic of cable itself o This 
is the impedance uniformity o Impedance unifonni ty should be measured by a return 
loss rnethodo Many people measure the impedance uniformity of their cable by 
sweeping it for attenuation unifonni ty o Pm. attenuation uniformity sweep will g.i. ve 
an output that will shav a level suckout at a particular frequency where there is 
a mismatch within the cable o Now in general~ in trying to measure attenuation 
you are liJTli ted to a few tenths of a db of accuracy o A few tenths of a db of accu
racy in attenuation could be related to a VSWR of about loS to lo This type of 
VSWR would represent a rather poor return loss quality from the cable 9 actually 
about 14 dbo We think the cable should have a much higher quality than this and 
we propose using return loss sweep as a quality measuremento We sweep the cable 
for return loss using a return loss bridge o These bridges can have a dynamic 
range of 50 tq 55 db which enables us to read impedance uniformities in the vici
nity of lo 01 to 1 or bettero 

Before proceeding I want to define return loss o The return loss of a cable 
is the db difference between a signal applied to a cable and the signal which 
reflects back out the same end of the cable o This measurement is made by con
necting a terminated lengtl of cable to be evaluated to an impedance bridge 
(such as the Jerrold KSB=75) and s-weeping the cable from 50 to 220 mcs and ob
serving the reflected signal on an oscilloscopeo A marker generator and vari
able aLtenuator are used to measure the frequency and ~uplitude of any spike 
in the pattern of the returned signalo The effective VSWR at that frequency 
can be found from figure Co 

A return loss spike represents a unique situation within the cable, in that 
there are many little structural discontinuities 9 each of which are reasonably 
small and are located a half wave length apart at the frequency of the spikeo 

The reflections from each of t.hese discontinuities sum together to form the 
relatively large total reflectiono At other frequencies the little reflections 
will add with a randum phase relationship 9 canceling each other 9 and therefore 
not being visible in the trace of reflected signalo 

This measurement of return loss can be translated into a degree of picture 
degradationo Since return loss is a measurement of a reflected signal within 
a cable$ and since a ghost is a reflection as viewed on a TV receiver 9 there 
is obviously a distinct relationship between these characteristicso 

For the purpose of this work~ we have taken the assumption that the re= 
flection coefficients of all the discontinuities are equal, and therefore the 
reflections of all discontinuities are equal at the point of reflection o This 
is a justified assumptionS) in that they are generally introduced by a repetitive 
fault in the rranufacturing process S> the sharpness of the reflection spike is 
indicative of a cascaded fault~ and even if the amplitudes of the individual 
discontinuities are not equal~ the averaging effect of the SUl"l"'TPation makes this 
error negligibleo 

Obviously 9 the frequency of a return loss spike is a function of the spacing, 
and there are~ therefore g a discrete number of discontinuities within a given 
length of lineo The size of the cable and the frequency of the spike under study 
control the attenuation between the individual reflections and hence the reinfor
cement of the first reflection by subsequent reflectionso These phenomena have 
been taken into consideration in calculating the set of curves shown in FIGURE lo 
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This figure presents the rragni tude of 
each individual discontinu1ty comp~d 
to the rragni tude of the effective 
total as indicated by the return 
loss measurement for cellular poly
ethylene dielectric cables o The 
curves are presented as a function 
of attenuation at a given frequency 
rather than a particular physical 
size to increase the flexibility in 
extrapolation of data for all cellU• 
lar cable constructions o For cableS 
longer than those sham on figure 1, 
the lowest number indicated should be 
taken~ as reflections from points 
beyond that length are individuallY 
so srrall compared to the total, and 
are attenuated so greatly 9 they do 
not further increase the total refle~ .. 
tiono Figure B shoos the relationshlP 
between two unequal signals when theY 
are addedo 

We must now take into conside' 
ration the effect of delay time on ~e 
perceptibility of reflections as 
viewed on TJ screeno Figure A shcMS 
the relationships· between the refleC' 
tion magnitude and its delay relative 
to the desired signal for a "just 
perceptible" or 9'just acceptable" 

ghost o The larger reflection which can be tolerated with short delays is due to the 
loss in picture resolution of two closely spaced signalso 

In considering reflections coming ·from a cable~ the attenuation of the reflec= 
tions must be consideredo A reflection earning from any point in the cable will be 
delayed and attenuated by twice the transit time to the point of reflectiono Taking 
the attenaation of the reflection and the relationship of amplitude and delay in 
mind, the critical point in a cable was foundo Figures 2A and 2B show the minimum 
signal to reflection ratios at the point of reflection ratios at the point of re
flection for a "just perceptible0 or rvjust acceptable" ghosto Again the curves are 
plotted as a function of attenuation for full flexibility in consideration of various 
cable sizes and constructions as well as operating frequencyo 

We can now convert our "return loss" measurement into picture degradation with 
the aid of the relationships established in figures 1 and 2 o By surrming the indi
vidual reflections over a 2 microsecond delay time centered at the critical point 
of the cable 9 the magni ture of the resulting picture degradation can be calculated 
as a function of the signal to reflect in ratio as measured by a return loss sweepo 
This has been done and the results are shewn in figure 3 as minim..un return loss 
at any channel for several typical cableo 

It must be kept in mind that this discussion includes only he effect of the 
discontinuities within the cable and that there will probably be other impedance 
mismatches in the system (taps; in and output matches to amplifiers, connectors, 
and splices) which will introduce additional ghost degradation o Therefore, a re
turn loss specification of 26 db at Channel 2 with a weighting factor of 3 db per 
octave appears to be a minimum quality level for a system which is slightly better 
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than 99 just acceptableo" A 
system designed for the highest 
picture quality should incorpo
rate 30 db return loss cableo 

' A1 though the degra~tion 
introduced by devices inserted 
in the line often is considered 
more significant than the ef fect 
of the cable 9 the overall long 
term performance is certainly 
improved by at least starting 
with good cable in the system, 
cable which will still provide 
top quality when the degrada
tion introduced by other sys
tem components is reduced by 
advances in the state of the 
arto 
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Thank youo (Applause) 
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CALCULATION PROCEDU·RE 

I. Critical S/R vs. Location for "Just · Perceptible" or "Just Acceptable" Ghosts. 

The tole~~ble S/R for time delays of up to 9 ·usee were taken from Figure A. 
These deiays were converted to feet of cable, taking into consideration the 
two-way transmission time. 

Cable Length (ft.) == Delay (usee) x __ (.:._ft_.)_ 
.0025 (usee) 

.Since this tolerable S/R is at the viewing point, it can be increased by twice 
the cable attenuation to th~ reflection point under .study. 

S/R. (min. at . A)== S/R (tolerable) + 2 (A (ft.) x d:; db ) 
100 100 ft.· 

Example: Min. S/R at 500' of JT1500 at 90 mcs for just perceptible ghost. 

ft. 
Delay ~ Cable' Lengt _ (ft.) x .0025 

usee 

£?elay == 1.25 usee 

S/R .(Min.) == 36 db + 2 (5 x .8 db/ 1 00 ft.) == 28 db 

11. Total S/1l or Return toss (RL) for the Sum of Many Small. Reflections for L Feet 
of Cable at Frequency F. 

RL Total == ~ rl1 + (rl2 + 25 ~ ) + ... + (rl n + 2S(n-1) (;() ) 
----? 
0 L 

where rl n == return loss of each discontinuity 

S == separation between each discontinuity 

S == 
984 X .81 

2F 
F == Frequency in mcs 

c£. == attenuation at F in db/ft. 

Each term in this expression is eva.luated and then summed by the use of 
Figure 3. The summation is contilll.~ed until the nth term is no longer visible 

in the tot a I. 

Ill. Return Loss vs. Ghost Effect. 

The crrtical porlion of each attenuation level was selected from Figure 1 and 
fhe S/R noted. The total increase in S/1R for the summa·tion of the discon
tinuities in 800 ft. (2 usee) of cable a·t the frequency under study was taken 

from Figure 2. 

The sum of these equals the max. tolerable S/R of each discontinuity. The 
total increase in the summation over 1000 feet is read from Figure 2. The 
difference between the individual max. and the increase per 1000 ft. is the 
maximum RL that can be tolerated for a 1000 ft. cable. 

Max. RL == (Critical Si'R + Increase in S/R for 800 ft. summation) -
Increase in S/R for summation of total cable. 
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MR o W o K o HEADLEY~ As we look ahead in our industry 9 one thing that is im
portant to keep in ~nd is the standards for the distribution of TV by coaxial 
cableo On this subject we will hear from Mro Isaac Blonder 9 better kna.m to most 
of us as Ike Blonder~ Chairman of the Boaro at Blonder-Tongue Laboratorieso 

MRo ISAAC BLONDER~ Since this subject took us several years at our plant, 
and 9 one ~ght ask, can you condense it into 10 min tes?; of course our answer 
is noo I hope you will forgive s for hand1ng out copies of a paper commercially 
designed to sell our products which also covers the subject mattero 

Hcwever, let rre just give you some of the gist of the design philosophy behind 
the cable compensation whiCh we have attemp~ed to doo 

First of all, we investigated the entire range of a~lifier and amplifier 
capabilitieso I think all of you knaN there is a latitude possible in system 
design between noise figure and output capability o The merit of the system or 
its dynamic range determines the number of problems that the system can encounter 
and still surviveo The most severe one as far as we are concerned, really re
sides in the cable 9 ·where as you undoubtedly know 9 the cable slope changes with 
temperatureo In a system that may have as many as 20 amplifiers, if there is a 
variation between amplifier s~ages of lets say 1 db 9 we are likely to wind up 
with a 20 db variation between one end of the band and the other and since the 
dynamic range in rrost long systerrs is not as high as 12 db obviously you are go
ing to run into either noise or cross=modo 

The first problem that we ran into of course is the amplifier 9 and there we 
simulated virtually everything that has been built or that we could think of 
building 9 keeping in mind the db per dollar problem9 the ins·tallation problem 
and the reliability problemo Since transistors have not yet achieved the output 
capabilities that we would desire, we had to regretfully delay their usage until 
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technology improvedo This left us with tubeso Going into the very big bottles 
that bum up lots of energy 9 represented a real cost problem 9 and the increased 
output capability did not look to us as if we could justify their useo We fi
nally dete~ned that we would have to sit with a distributed or chain type . 
amplifier with the best possible noise figure and one other characteristic which 
unfortunately is not characteristic of the usual chain amplifier 9 and that is a 
constant gaino Primarily then~ what we tried to do, was to come up with an am
plifier that was not only flat~ not on y had a good noise figure 9 good output 
capability~ but did not vary these characteristics as you varied the gain set
ting and this we feel we were able to achieve in the present amplifier~ the 
1232o Each tube is individually biased and it is what one would describe as 
a constant gain amplifier a You can put in hot tubes., weak tubes and we have 
run this thing well over a year and the gain change is small enough 
to be called negligible in a long systemo Now starting with this amplifier, 
having the basic tool~ we are now faced with what to do about the cable and the 
subject of my discussion essentially is cable compensationo 

fts I think all of you knoo 9 as the cable wanns up') the signal goes dot-m, 
and unfortunately it varies 9 channel 2 does not lose as much as channel 13, 
so there is a til to We then had to rrake a tilt compensator and for the approxi
nate 2 3 db worth of cable loss 9 a tilt compensation can be achieved with about 
a 2 db' variation from 120 degrees fahrenheit down to minus 20 o So we designed 
an equalizer using channel 2 as the pivot point and therefore we came up with 
our model 3349 which is essentially the the~slope equalizero Now to this 
was added a gain control which compensated the cable against the fact that 
you had a loss at both 2 and 13 and this is essentially a square wave step 
gain control~ that was fed to the AGC input of the amplifier 9 for compensation 
on a flat basis across the banda The combination was put into a single unit 
called model 3348 )l I donut want to bore you with these nurribers S) but essentially 
what we are doing was compensating on the one hand for the slope change, on the 
other hand for the overall gain changeo Tne actual slope compensation came to 
something like 1 dv worth of cable length and the additional amounts required 
for the rest of the cable would be done by a fixed equalizer which compensated 
for the amount of cable you were usingo 

The paper is ess~ntially split up into a discussion of the individual in
strurnentso A chart which unfortunately carne out rather fine 9 I think itvs 
rather the habit of the draftsman to print a normal size and then when it is 
stated down everybody is amazed to find that the print is a little too small 
to be read~ but if you put on your reading glasses you can see it and I ·think 
the explanation is fairly clearo And then finally we set up a typical design 
problem showing what would happen with about five miles of cables and the fact 
that we had what amounted to full compensationo We have transistorized pilot 
carriers and wherever the transistors can be used usefully 9 they have been used 
for reliabilityo We have also included an alann system which some perceptive 
system o.mers may care to purchasea I sometimes think there seerrs to be a re
luctance to put money into equipment and much more into the pocket than perhaps 
nay be wise for the operation of the systeml) but we have tried to include all 
the features that are necessary for a quality systemo We have set up such sys
terrs and operated them and it~s rrore than amazing to find that the theory has 
gone out into fact)) that you have a system that you can apparently put boiling 
water on and throw it into a carbon monoxide bath and have it wind up with the 
same quality signalo 

At the risk of sounding like a poor salesman 9 thatgs the end of rey speecho 
(Applause) 
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MRo Wo Ko HfADLEYg The next subject to be treated here certainly well fits 
i nto the fonnat of this session, nLooking .Aheadn o It is the subject of transis
torized micrc:Mave for CATVo Delivering a discourse on t hi s subj ect is Mro Paul 
Hertel 9 Assistant Director of Engineering at Collins Radio Companyo 

MRo PAUL HERTELg Two years ago I appeared before this group with corranents 
about new devices and some new areas in which we were working at the time and 
a ttempted to make a guess as to what microwave equipment CATV people would be us
i ng a few years in the future o In looking back a few years and an equal number 
of "rregabucks" of investment in engineering 9 I feel a little bit embarrassed, 
somewhat surprised 9 and I guess a little impressed at how s lew new devices develop o 

Hcwever, over the yearn I think we have rrade substantial progress bot h in the area 
of perfonna.nce and in the area of reliability o We are now manuf acturing micr<:Mave 
equipment with a range of power outputs from 50 milliwatts through 10 kilCMatts 
and frequencies from 4~000 megacycles through 13 ~000 inegacycleso I might add that 
there is much more interest in the CATV market in the 50 milliwatt equipment than 
there is in the 10 kilcwatt equipmento The 10 kilowatt microwave equipment , of 
course~ is for tropospher ic scatter systemso We have at our disposal t oday com
ponents which do allcw us a wide range and type of operation~ and by i ntegrating 
these into numerous product lines~ we qre able to invest considerably more money 
in our development eff ort than one product line along would justi fy o 

I would like to go t hrough a rap1d sequence of slides since we do not have a 
great deal of timeo Our main effort in the past four or five years has been to
ward improvement of performance and reliability primarily by solid stat e designo 
Our first effort in transistorization was of the power systems o We have believed 
from the beginning of our efforts that the pCMer supply reliabil ity of a micro
wave system was predominant in det ermining the overa 1 system r eliabil ity o Our 
first micrc.Mave systems offered battery pc:Mering as an optiono Thi s was accom
plished with rot ary machinery which was not ve:ryattracti ve t o us or to the user o 
As soon as the power transistor came along we applied the transis t or approach to 
the powering system first o Our development effort in microwave transi storization 
was tCMaro a series of improvements in specific areas rather t han attempting in 
one big step to desi gn a whole new producto This allowed us t o do some of these 
things much faster an wo ld have been pcssible if we had wait ed unt i l , for ex
ampl e 9 we had transistors good enough to build wide band i-f amplifiers o The 
economical power transistors arrived in the market considerably earlier than the 
wi de band type transistor which alla~ed us to design transistor i - f amplifierso 
As I said previously~ most of the equipment we are nCM delivering i s transistorized 
with the exception of the r-=f generationo We are doing consider able work in the 
solid state r=f generation area, but we feel it may be many years before we ap
proach the performance of the klystron and TWT systems we are now manufacturingo 
We now have a number of five-watt TWr systems in operationo The first one was 
installed some 2 1/ 2 years ago in Venezuelao This system contai ns five=watt 
transmitters a t each end of a two-way comnunication linko This l i nk spans 175 
mil es between two mountain peaks o I have just received the record of propagation 
performance over a one- year period of t1me in which the reliabi lity was 99o9927%o 
This per f ormance over such an unusually long path was made possible by high power 
and by the use of both frequency and space diversity o 

My first slide illustrates the direction taken to improve the power supplieso 
In this system 24 VDC battery voltage is converted t o high volta ge o This parti
cular power s upply operates a one=watt klystron and produces 750 volts and 1,200 
volts DC o The technique used is to coarse regulate the i nput f rom a 2 4 volt sys
tem at 20 volts DC which operates most of the transistorized equipment including 
the klystron paver supplyo In some cases it is necessary t o have considerably 
higher voltage~ beca se of the voltage swing needed from some amplifiero In this 
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case a converter is used for 130 volts or 60 voltso To operate from 48 volts we 
use the same basic system but substitute a regulating 48 to 24 volt converter 
for the coarse regulatoro For 1 5 volts the same basic equipment is used, but 
the 20 VDC is supplied from a saturating transformer regulated pc:Mer supply ope
rating from 115 volts o 

Next slide o The lWI' system is slightly different in that we have somewhat 
higher pc:Mer requirerrents o The TWI' operates at about 2 ~000 volts on the col
lector and 3 ~000 or so on the helix and about 1500 volts on the anodeo The 
helix and anode supplies are low curTent supplies and employ separate blocking 
oscillator type pCMer supplies o The high current supply operates from an in
verter, supplying 135 volts AC 500 cycleso 

Next slideo In designing a transistorized product the object was to be as 
universal as possible in order to meet as many needs as possible and we came up 
with a packaging scheme we call our "Universal Micrc:Mave Group" in which we use 
many of the same components for system powers of 1/10 watt, 1 watt and 5 watts. 
The purpose of this slide is to attempt to show in a pictorial fashion the common 
use of equipment between systemso If amplifiers for example are used not only 
for video products 9 but also for 960 channel corranunication systerrs o 

Next slideo In addition to improving relJ.ability by solid state design, we 
also had to improve performa.nce particu arly for the message systems 9 and we have 
increased voice channel capacities to 600 and 960 channelso We have given a lot 
of effort to therma.l design; fqr example~ the low power klystrons employ a ther
mal control device which sometimes is called the "beer can" which controls the 
klystron temperature by its CMn heato Hence~ it does not require any additional 
powero More recently a thermal chamber has been designed for the one-watt 
klystron which employs vapor cycle coo J.ngo This particularly has been helpful 
in stabilizing the differential gain on video systems and the intermodulation 
distortion on the message systemso 

Next slideo This J.S a simplified diagram of the receivero We have been us
ing eight~cell preselectors for a number of years to allow quite high density 
arrangements without interference between systems o The i-f amplifier is broken 
into four parts ~ preamplifier followed by a filter equalizer section 9 i-f ampli
fier and limiter discrirninatoro 

Next slJ.deo This is the five-watt transmitter which we drive with either 
1/10 watt or 1 watt klystrons}) depending on linearity requirements and driveo 
The TWT itself needs very little drive since it has a 35 to 40 db gain so a few 
milliwatts is quite adequateo Another device which has been added to this sys
tem to improve linearity has been the linearizer and this, of course, has been 
put in for improved intermodulation performance on message systems and better 
differential gain on TV systemso 

Next slide o This is a picture of the TWI' o We believe, like the designer of 
Telstari) that the 'IWT is going to be around for a while to comeo We have picked 
this device because of its pCMer capabJ.li ties~ its high gain 9 and its efficiency o 
Where we need powers in excess of one watt, we feel that the 'IWT will be the tube 
we will have to use for quJ.te some timeo There are problems in the solid state 
devices which do become limJ.ting at these power levelso 

Next slide o This is the i-f amplifier, which consurred a good portion of our 
developrrent effort o We have been he ped in this task by the rapid improvement 
in technology and transistor manufactureo The IF contains considerable control 
in the bandpass and envelope delay characteristics which effect the differential 
gain and phase of TV systems and we have done a considerably better job even 
than we were able to do with similar tube systems o It certainly is a much less 
costly thing from the operation standpoint, compared to the 25 me vacuum tube 
equivalento 'fube receivers wJ.th similar performance typically had 20 to 25 vacuum 
tubes of the frame grid typeo 
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Next slideo This is a picture of the transistor preamplif ier with a 3 db 
maximum noise figureo It is an example of the rapid change i n t he transistor 
technology o When we started the project we thought we might have t o use nuvis
t ors for the front end to meet our noise figure objective since the transistors 
available at that time could at best provide about 6 db noise figure o By the 
tirre we had finished the main i=f amplifier design portion 9 the trans i s t ors had 
developed to the point where we were able to obtain slightly better noise fig
ures than were possible w1th our previous vacuum tube preamplifiero 

In closing~ I would like to say that I think considerabl e advancement has 
been made in the past two or three years o I think a lot will be accomplished 
in the futureo We are now limited in power output only by our capabi lit ies to 
pay the money and by rccvs limitations on licensing so power output is no longer 
a micravave systems design problemo Battery power and low power consumption 
microwave systems are expected to become increasingly more common i n CATV 9s sys
tems in the future il particularly as transistor designs become available for the 
head end equipmento (Applause) 

t1R o W o K o HEADLEY g Following along the graving trends of today and looking 
ahead to the requirements you will have to meet and the opportunities you wil l 
want to realize in the future 9 comes ~e subject of long line RF cable trans
mission o Here to deliver a paper on that subject is Mr o Dick Cullinane , TV 
Systems Engineer at Spence~Kennedy Laboratorieso 

MRo RIOIARD X o CULUNANE g Thank you very much Mr o Headley o I think we ~ d 
better start first of all with what our concept is of "long" in speaking of a 
long line cable transmissiono The word "long" - like rrany other descriptive 
adjectives - denotes a condition or characteristic which is entirely rel ative 
in natureo Therefore 9 for the purposes of this discussion, we must seek a defi
nition of what we mean when we speak of long line RF cable transmission o 

Notwithstanding the advance through the years of developments i n RF trans
mission equipment~ coaxial cables and in the techniques of their application 
t ogether in systems~ it has heretofore been diff1cul t to achieve and maintai n 
acceptable signal quality in lines with amplifiers cascaded over 18 mil es or 
s oo Even in these cases, accumulative noise and distortion buildup at the end 
of the lines has been such that the installations have necessarily served a 
poi nt ... to-point function~ without sufficient signal quality at the t erminating 
end to feed a further distribution network satisfactorilyo Probably the longest 
RF lines in operation today are in South Carolina~ where Southern Bell Telephone 
Company has installed runs of nearly 30 miles in straight cascade , using SKL la.r 
band trunk line amplifierso Ha.rever, these lines (which are us ed t o i nterconnect 
public schools for purposes of closed circuit instructional t elevision on a point
t o-point basis) carry only two or three channels , with no demands placed upon 
t hem for feeding a dist~bution network after the end of heir runso 

It is therefore proper~ I think to set the definition of l ong line RF cable 
transmission as a line of 15 miles or more in lengtho But we must demand of 
this line a capacity for carrying up to 8 television Channels simultaneously 
and with a signal quality at the terminal end of an order t o serve a wide band 
di stri bution network of more than 100 system miles throughout with pi ctures 
rreeting entirely acceptable quality o Quite naturally 9 as the length of the long 
l ine is extended~ its output into a distribution network will be such that lirni ta
tions must be set on the length of such network o But even with a l ong l ine of 
80 mil es , for instance, carrying four Channels simultaneously~ we woul d deJTEnd 
f r om i t a quality to serve from its output a wide band distribution system of 50 
network mi l eso 

Hav can s ch standards as these be achieved? Current practice in transmission 
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line design is to set a minimum tolerable specification at the terrrdnal end 
of the systemS) then to improve this minimum by an arbitrary safety factor
say 3 dbo Using the more conservative resulting specification~ the system 
designer would then go to curve charts and detennine the maximum allCMable 
gain of the repeater amplifier then available to him 9 consistent with factors 
of econOl'l'o/ to meet system requirements o He would of course be further guided 
by factors of noise and cross=rnodulation inherent in his amplifier and their 
effect on system characteristicso He would know that these factors have been 
treated theoretically by asymptotically converging curves of noise and cross
modulation versus number of amplifiers in cascadeo But he would also be 
aware that even theoretical cascaded limits have not been attainable o For 
one thing, the theoretical asswnption is that both transmission equipment and 
coaxial cable are perfectly matched~ both in characteristic impedance and in 
gain=loss relationshipo In practice these conditions simply are not so, and 
a da.mward system design compromise must be madeo Further~ as the number of 
repeater amplifiers i n cascade is increased, theory dictates a higher input 
and a lCY.ver output level for each repeater o Again, from a practical stand
point~ what result s is an uneconomically and unrealistically high number of 
relatively lower and lower gain amplifi ers in cascade as the length of the 
trunk line is increasedo These problems have combined in the past to limit 
severely the lengths of RF lineso 

Again, how then can such greatly increased line lengths and performance 
standaros as we previously described be achieved? The answer, of course 9 l:ies 
in the availability of a repeater ampl1fier so far superior to those which 
have been previously used that it can actually add a new dimension to RF 
transmission = the dimension of length = lengths of 20 9 40, SO, 90, 100 miles 
and moreo Its operating gain must be h1gh eno gh 1:0 ue economical - let us 
say. 28 db = and its bandwidth broad enough to accorrmodate up to 8 channelso 
Its noise figure must be lCM = around 7 db o Its multi=channel output level 
TJ'O..lSt be reasonably high t aga1n for reasons of econol'Io/ o We will set the output 
level requirement at 40 db above a millivolto And yet its distortion character
istics must be remarkable at th1s + 40 dbmv level = specifically we will ask 
that cross-modula1:ion be down 100 db and second order beats down70 dbo Then 
and only then can these line lengths 9 which have seemed way beyond practical 
consideration to us in the past~ be used with assurance in various system de
sign applications o We are happy to report that we have developed such an am= 
plifier at our company, and feel confident t hat it will make a great number 
of useful contributions to the CATV industry where maximum cascaded lengths 
of point=to-point lines are desi red with minimum distortion characteristics 
at their terminating outputso 

With our sights now reset~ what practical uses do we find for greatly ex
tended coaxial cable lines? We hast en to say that the long line amplifier does 
not appear on the scene as a direct replacemen for micrcwave o It is obvious 
that microwave - widely used to serve CATV systems = is the logical teChnique 
for many extended s1gnal deli very requ1rements o But there are many more si tua
t~ons where the use of microwave may prove 1rnpractical or uneconomical as against 
a coaxial line o And I am sure we are all aware of other situations where micro
wave is simply unobtainable by FCC pe~to 

Let us conceive of a city of 70,000 pop lat1onil w1th two local TV stations 
and located 115 miles away from a major city having five TV stations, including 
an educational outlet and an independent station with highly desirable progr~ 
mingo Between the major city and . our city of 70 ~000 people, and fifteen miles 
from the latter~ l1es another community of 20~000 populationo A tall tower is 
erected 85 mi es from the major city and a complete head end receiving station 
is installed at this locationo The five major city stations are picked up and 
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carried 15 miles via long line to the 20 9 0 00 population corrmuni ty ~ where a side 
trunk is derived to feed this ta-m~ using regular CATV distribution and associa
ted system componentso The long line continues on to transmit the five signals 
the additional 15 miles to the city of 70 ~000 which again is served by a stand
ard distribution networko One head end serves both communities 9 and the two local 
stations are picked up at very litt e expense and put into the input of each dis
tribution systemo Because of the distance involved to the major city, the only 
alternative rrethod of bringing its signals in would be via micrcuaveo But, first 9 

what do you feel would be the prospect of securing an FCC micrcuave permit in a 
case like this to serve areas with two local television stations already operating 
in them? And second~ over a five=year amortization period 9 the cost of installing 
and maintaining the 30 mile long line wo ld be less than a five=channel microwave 
service at typical corranon carrier tariff rates o ThirdS> at no increase in cost, 
other than signal receiving or originating equipment at the head end 9 as many as 
three rrore signals could be added to the long line as the occasion might call for 
them and transmitted -ro the two comm.mi ties o · 

As a second example of long line application g we will set up the hypothesis of 
two cities lying 20 miles apart, each with about 15 9 000 populationo Along the high• 
way between them lie two small corraruni ties g each with a population of approximately 
2~000o The most distant signals desired for dlstribution originate from a city 
80 airline miles to the north of the ~o 15~000 population towns and located more 
or less at the top point of an isosceles triangle encompassing the three communi
tieso The problem here is hew to reach the primary market of 30,000 people with
out a big cost in duplicated tall=taver antenna sites~ and at the sarre tine to 
pick up the market of 4 9 000 people in the two small interlying tc:MnS 9 which nor
mally would be ruch too marginal even to consider service to themo A centrally 
located antenna site is the obvious answerS> but with regular CATV trunk line ampli
fiers)) the runs from the taver of ten miles each way to the larger communities, 
and wide band distribution systems ~nvolving perhaps another 8 or 9 miles each of 
trunk amplifiers in cascade 9 wou d cause signal evels to deteriorate to intoler
ably lav quality tcward the ends of the lines o Mul ti=channel micra.1ave from the 
central t~er to the sma.l ta-ms~ then on to the corronunities of 15,000 population, 
would be absolutely inconceivable in cost for this applicationo But by long line 
cable~ with the kind of transmission capabi i ties we have described 9 the entire 
rrarket of 34,000 people is reached w~ th real econorry from one head end locationo 

Incidentally S> in regard to econOJio/, it is important to remember that by the 
very nature of ~ ts point=tQxopoint functJ.on over long distances, the long line in 
most cases will be running along the highway in rural areas $l where direct burial 
of the cable is naturally indicatedo With present ploughing techniques and spac
ing of the long line amplifiers near y a nule apart SJ the installed long line cost 
per mile will be substantially less than the average cost per strand mile of a 
wide band distribution systemo 

I think it would be appropr~ate at this point also to make reference to another 
development which bears upon our discussion of RF transmission over long distanceso 
The developrnent as l.nteresting as its possibilities may be 9 is not new, either as 
a concept or as an accomplished fact o Un ike open wire, with which most of you 
are probably farnilar 9 the mode of aer1.al transnu..ssion kncwn as c;.,line 9 is not 
subject to climatic condl. tions $l and its use therefore may be indicated under cer
tain circurrstanceso HCMever to reach a practical status in the art of long line 
transmissionS> greater fleX1bility 1.n ~ts application must be achievedo 

Even though we are talkJ.ng•of long lines of 100 miles or more as fully feas
ible technica ly 9 present day applications will more often center around problems 
of extending 6 Sl 7 or 8 s1.gnals perhaps 8 9 12 or 18 miles o It is here that the 
long line technique has its most nurrerous possJ.bi 1.1::i.es c 1rrently o I n this latter 
area I am sure many of you can think from your CMn experience of situations where 
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profitable opportunities could be realized by extending runs substantially with
out having to make a self-defeating sacrifice in the quality of signals result
ing thereafter for distributiono That suburb a few miles beyond the end of your 
present trunk, that little tam 8 miles out from your corranunity where 96% of 
the residents have been clamoring for service for years , perhaps that rnili tary. 
base 16 1/ 2 miles each of your t<.:Mer, for which you could get the contract to 
wire all 3200 dwelling units, but which has seemed as unreachable as the slin be
cause of its distance and its large distribution area after that o o all of these 
opportunities can n<M be turned to money-making actualities with long line cable 
extensions carrying many channels many miles with such an extremely low build-up 
of noise and distortion that the quality of signals at the input and the output 
of the long line seem nearly identicalo 

fts we have said 9 many of today us long line applications, under our new refer'
ence standards of length, are for situations involving relatively short "long 
runs" o But let us take the theme of this panel this morning and see what might 
be on the horizon when we are "Looking Ahead" o Chainnan Henry of the Federal 
Communications Commission recently reminded an audience that uAmerica is being 
wired for sight and sound" o America is a very large country, ladies and gentle-
rren, and it is studded with thousands of sizeable corranuni ties o As television 
is itself extended as a many-faceted medium, its transmission will surely be 
extended in degree and to points which we can barely anticipate todayo And 
just as surely , the unique advantages of mul ti-channel closed circuit cable trans
mission will be recognized and exploited to carry video and audio information 
at RF frequencies over greater and greater distanceso 

A number of you, after the close of this convention, will be visiting the 
World u Fair in New York~ where you will be fascinated by exhibits which project 
your att ention into the future of our world, our scientific achievements and 
our human society o If I may be permitted onesmall personal corranercial refer
ence, I would like t o refer to our cornpany 9 s exhibit at this "World"s CATJ Fair" 
here in Philadelphiao A 16- foot mural in our display depicts a long RF coaxial 
cable transmission line carrying the signals from New York, the World's Fair City 
to our hotel here in Philadelphia, our convention city o We had this mural made 
up in the spirit of good fun and of a colorful demonstration taking some artistic 
licenseo While the close circuiting of World 9 s Fair events to the Bellevue
Stratford Hotel by this means would undoubtedly fall into the category of a simple 
tour de force with questionable practicality, the point I want to emphasize 
seriously is that this feat can be accomplished = now - with new transmission 
achievements that are available to you all and which nay in the very near future 
open great new areas of opportunity, and profit to each of you o 

Thank you very nuch o (Applause) 

MRo Wo Ko HEADLEY ~ Since the session opened you may not believe it, but you 
have heard six speakers and are about to hear the seventh o So I think it us fit
ting now, remaining more or less in your places , to take a short seventh inning 
stretcho (Pause) We have talked about the grCMing need for longer and longer 
point-to-point transrnissiono Another facet, of course, which many of you are ~ 
facing today i s the requirement of the larger and larger distribution systemo 
The next discourse you will hear on that subject ,is entitled, "Problerrs of 
Signal Distribution in Large Communities"o Here to cover that subject for you 
in Heinz Eo Blum, Vice President in charge of Engineering at Entron, Incorporatedo 

MRo HEINZ Eo BLUM ~ Gentlerren, the excellent presentation of l'To/ co-panelists 
might have given you the impression that certain manufacturers have specialized 
in the work of individual system components o HCMever from the association with 
rey friends in the associate rrembership group I knew that all of us have experience 
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embracing the entire field of CATVo Therefore in~ following presentation I 
shall not mention the model designations nor the name of the company with which 
I am associatedo Incidently IQm associated with Entron Incorporated and we have 
a display at this side of the room showing a system and a workable picture pre
sentation on receivers at the end of a 20 mile systemo 

The CATV industry has~ in the past, applied the engineering principles and 
the technical kna-1-hoo of related sciences and industrieso It is a part of the 
electronic equipment manufacturing and of the communication installation industry 
and has adopted - with modifications , of course - techniques which are being used 
by these industrieso This fact is probably known to everyone familiar with the 
CATV industry, and it is stated here only to reiterate that CATV equipment and 
system design follows the same laws and principles with which other fields have 
to copeo · 

The CATV systemws operator makes it his business to deliver to his customers, 
through his elaborate distribution system, signals which will produce a television 
picture on a standard TV receiver which the custorrers· will find "acceptableo" In 
the absence of industry=wide standards it is up to the equipment and system desig
ner to determine exactly what the characteristics of the signal rrust be to produce 
an "acceptable" picture o 

First, the signal rust be such that it can be processed by the customerws TV 
receiver to yield a likeness of the originally transmitted pictureo It must con
sist of a carrier of a receivable frequency modulated with synchronization, video, 
color burst, and audio infonration as standardized by the Federal Corranunications 
Commission (FCC)o Secondly~ it must be of sufficiently high level so as to override, 
at the 'N receiverS) any other present and undersirable signals - such as noise -
to such an extent that the undesirable signals do not interfere with the desirable 
oneso Thirdly, the signal must not contain undesired information - such as noise, 
intenrodulation distortion~ harmonic distortion, or ubeats n - of a level which 
interferes noticeably with the desired infor.mationo Various organizations have 
established experimentally upper limits of the magnitude of undesired information 
which can be tolerated as part of the desired information o One of the most exten
sive research projects was carried out by the Television Allocations Studo Organi
zation (TASO), who, in its 1959 report to the FCC, establishedg for example, that 
a signal-te=noise ratio of 42 db has such a small effect on picture quality that 
viewers rate as excellent pictures having such a signal-to-noise ratioo Therefore, 
a signal-to-noise ratio of 42 db can be established as design goal for a CATV sys
temo Similar tests and experiments lead to the establishment of a 48 db signal""' 
to-cross-modulation limito We can intelligently design systems of various sizes 
at the best possible cost only with such a set of performance standardso 

Considering the trunkline problerrs for large area CATV distribution first, we 
can see that our established perforrrance standards can be obtained by the folloo
ing procedure; 

1 o Determine rraximum length of trunk line o 
2 o Compute trunkline attenuation at Channel 13 for various cable types o 
3o Divide the total attenuation by the spacing (operational gain) of the 

amplifier to be usedo The operational gain is generally specified by the 
amplifier manufacturer for best noise figure~ cross modulation, and auto
matic level control performanceo 

4o Check whether the system meets the earlier established performance stand
ards by the 3 db per - amplifier""'doubling method 9 which means that every 
time the amount of cas~aded amplifiers is doubled 9 the signal=tO=>noise 
ratio decreases by 3 db, and the output level of each cascaded amplifier 
must be reduced by 3 db to rraintain the same level of cross modulation 
distortiono 
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Going through these steps, the maximum number of cascadable amplifiers can 
be detenninedo 

For instance~ at the present s"tate of the art, systems of up to approxirrately 
2000 db attenuation can be constructed utilizing 64 repeater amplifierso Using 
a cable having an attenuat~on of lo45 db per 100 feet (Foamflex 1/2" or equiva..: 
lent at Channel 13)~ a total trunk length of 2000 ~ lo45 = 137 9931 feet= 26 
miles can be constructed o Better cable already available can be used for even 
longer trunklineso 

It can nav be readily seen that a further increase in trunkline length can 
only be realized if and when cables with lower attenuation and amplifiers having 
higher output handling abilities and lower no1se figures are availableo At the 
present time, it appears unlikely that ruch looer noise figures can be achieved 
and the development is moving primarily in the direction of amplifiers with 
higher output handling abilitieso 

With increasing system size the quest ions of reliability and obsolescence 
becoroo more important o While some reliability studies have already been mde , 
much more work in this particular area has to be done To d~termine the most 
economical initial~cost-te=maintenance ratioo 

The Intercontinental Submarine Cable System and its problems can be cited 
as an example of a long comrrunica tion sys-cem so similar to the systems with wh1ch 
we are familiaro The latest system which was put into service in 1963, provides 
communication means for 128 3 kc wide channels in bo h directions over a single 
coaxial cable o Transmission 1n one direction is carried in the frequency band 
of 108 - 504 kc and in the other direction in the band of 660 .,., 1052 kco The 
total cable transmssion loss is approximately 9000 db at the highest frequencyo 
One hundred eighty (180) remotely pooered and tube eqw.pped repeater amplifiers 
w~th tilted response curves are ut1l ized to offset r1is cable losso 

The signal=te=interference ratio of each repeater amplifier is at least 90 
dbo Applying our db per=amplifl.er""'doubl~ng method~ we arrive at a 67 db signal
teoc~nterferen e ratio for the entire systemo 

Every tenth repeater amplifier has a manually adjustable gain and tilt con
trol~ which \-las set when the cable was laid o No further automat~c gain or tilt 
control is requ~ed since he system is installed on the ocean floor where the 
temperature is constant at ° C or 37° Fo 

It is interesting to note that the organization which has developed the tran
sistor and which has done a tremendous arrount of research in the semiconductor 
field has decided that = at the present tine ""' vacuum tubes will better serve 
the purpose of reamplifying communication signals in a system of remotely powered 
cascaded amplifierso This system has been built for commercial applicat1ons 
and initial cost 9 maintenance cost 1) reliability and performance have been care
fully weighed to obtain the most profitable systemo 

It is of particu ar interest to the CATV Field that long systerrs are not 
only feas~ble, but are a ready in operation after all knam engineering aspects 
have been carefully consideredo 

With full conf~dence ~n its reliability the CATV ind stry can again make 
use of 'teChniques prev~ously developed for other communicat1on purposeso 

There is one ield ~ havever, 1.n which the CATV 1ndustry has been unique, 
and this is the field of VHF signa distribution to cable connected receiverso 
A large arrount of receivers have to be connected so that eaCh one derives the 
best poss1.ble picture quali y from he CATV System without introducing any 
interference into ~e systemo Cities were d1v1ded into sections and clean 
signals were brought via the trunkline to central distribution points in each 
section o At the central distribution po.1.nts the signal was taken from the 
trunk line and fed into d1stribution amp 1f. ers where it was brought up to a 
level sui table for distr1.bution and where 9 at the same time, isolation between 
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distribution and trunklines was obtainedo The distribution amplifiers then fed 
the signal into the distribution cable to which the individual subscribers were 
connectedo Due to the choice of the frequency spectrum within which the signal 
was distributed, it was possible to utilize simple tap-off devices for subscriber 
connection a Increased demands for more prograrrs and 9 therefore~ a wider frequency 
spectrum of the transmitted signal necessitated a more sophisticated method of 
subscriber connectiono This method of the matched multiple subscriber connection 
device has the advantage of not unnecessarily disturbing the distribution system 
and the signals carried thereono NON it becomes possible to space these connec
tion devices as closely or as widely apart as required by the density of the sub
scriber populationo The distribution line length can nON be dete~ned by signal 
level calcaulations alone without the previously necessary considerations for 
response curve deterioration and mismatch due to non-matched elements in the line o 

It becorres advantageous to feed the highest practical signal level into the dis
tribution lines to avoid unnecessary reamplification in these distribution lineso 
The high level distribution amplifier has become the signal source for nany thous
ands of distribution line miles o Heavily populated~ as well as large areas, can 
be served effectivelyo 

Multi~dwelling buildings obtain their signals from these new connection de
vices and because these signals are of predetermined quality, as well as of pre
deterndned and stable level~ they can be amplified for in=building distribution, 
if necessary o The initial calculations of signal..,te=interference level must in
clude the distribution amplifiers as well as the trunkline repeaters if the pre
viously established performance standards are to be satisfiedo This will require 
that distribution originating amplifiers or bridging amplifiers have to be opera
ted below their individual maximum output level to deliver clean signals to the 
subsequent extender or in-building distribution amplifierso 

Large area CATV distribution can be economically and effectively achieved only 
after thorough analysis of all problerrs involved 9 but = and this is the main fact -
these problems can be solvedo 

Equipment manufacturers supplying the CATV industry have succeeded in providing 
the hardware for the ever increasing demand to improve the services which our 
industry provideso These services are not only recognized but also greatly ap
preciated by an ever increasing number of our fellowmano 

It can safely be assumed that future engineering developments will help the 
further g:ro:.rth of the CATV industry o Thank you very rruch o (Applause) 

MRo GEORGE Jo BARCQg The man who is presiding over this morningus session, 
is the associate representative on our Board of Directors of the NCTAo In the 
ten years it has been nty pleasure to serve on that Board 9 I have not kno..Jn of 
anyone who has been a finer gentleman, or who has made a more able representative 
for his associate members ll or who has made a greater contribution to the industry 9 

in such a short time o You should also know, that Bob Tarlton and I are most 
grateful to him for taking on the entire responsibility for the preparation of 
the program Monday afternoon on the all band conversion, as well as this morning v s 
programo Hay I ask you to join rre in publicly expressing to him our appreciation 
for his very fine effortso (Applause) 

MR o W o K o HEADLEY g Thank you George o This being Thursday, and after Wednes
day night 9 'fuesday night and Monday night and so on" if I had enough blood left 
I would be blushingo Ps I said at the outset of this rreeting~ because it is so 
loaded with speakers and our time is limited, we have not had question and answer 
periods for each of the speakers, but because each of them represents companies 
who are exhibiting here, again I would ask you that you would direct your ques-
tions to them either after the rreeting up here or in their respective exhibit booths o 
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In the case of the next speaker, hooever ~ we will attempt to have a question 
and answer period after his discourse~ and if you have questions to put to him 9 

I would very much appreciate your using the floor microphones which are spotted 
around at various locationso 

As our world gr'<M.3 smaller and our CATV industry grows larger 9 it is impor
tant that we be familiar with what is happening in CATV outside our countryo 
We are particularly fortunate today to have with us a man who can give us from 
intimate experience a picture of techniques being used in the United Kingdom and 
in Western Europe~ and a glimpse into the future as he sees it from his vantage 
pointo 

He is an American abroad~ and it is a real pleasure to introduce to you 
Mro Jo Ro (Jack) Evans~ Managing Director of Teleng Limited in Englando He 
will speak on "The Advance of CATV Techniques in Europevv o 

MRo Jo Ro EVANS~ Thank you very much, . Billo I am extremely pleased to be 
here this week at the NCTA Convention and am honored to have the opportunity to 
address this sessiono The growth of CATV Systems in the United States has been 
quite renarkable over the last few years , and noo, after meeting so many of you 
for the first time this week, I am not at all surprised with the results you 
are obtainingo · 

In Great Bri tan today 9 anyone doing anything unusual or out of the ordinary 
in the Telecorranunica.tions field is likely to be labelled a 'vpirateH o You have 
undoubtedly read of the famous pirate ships broadcasting off our shores o Al
though these pirates have been attacked by the Government, the BBC, (which is 
a pooer unto itself) ~ and recording Companies, to narre only a few, the service 
they are providing is in great demand and a force has been created too strong to 
combat o The Goverrurent is now trying to make local broadcasting legal, the BBC 
is rallying its forces in an effort to meet this demand of local broadcasting, 
and at the same time subdue all competitiono I have not heard what action the 
recording Companies are taking; hooever, I imagine they have shuttle boats- de
livering records to destinations on the high seaso 

CATV operators in Europe have at many times in the past found themselves in 
the same boat, in that they have had to set the pace and virtually force advance
rrent througho The only thing is that CATV operators have been called worse names 
than "pirates vw o Actually, there are CATV systems operating in Europe today. in 
countries whose laws forbid these operationso I shall not refer to these sys
tems specifically for fear of prorroting a "buccaneers scrirranage" prematurely o 

The theme of today us session is "Look Aheadw9 
9 and I am to tell you of "The 

Advance of CATV Techniques in Europe" o This is of course a vast subject, and 
I could not even outline the major headings involved in this very specialized 
industry in the few minutes available to me o Therefore I shall lirni t rey remarks 
to the general overall picture of the industry today in the light of what has 
been done, and what we shall be doing in the future o 

In order to understand present CATV operation in Europe, we must first briefly 
look back into history and this will be confined really to English history o CATV 
systems on the European Continent have only been erected during the last few years 
which I will explain and come to latera 

Relay began in England in the early 1920's o One of the first systerrs to be 
installed was in Lytharn Sto Annes in 1922, and radio programmes were distributed 
over pairs of wires o Radio relay systems sprung up all over the country in areas 
of poor radio reception and by 1939 there were approximately 500,000 subscribers 
being serveda Expansion ceased during the war 9 but it is interesting to note 
that these systems played an important part in the early warning in cities such 
as Londono 

After the war when television became available 9 the same areas of poor recep-
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tion for radio were equally poor for televisiono The existing operators were 
faced with the new problem of distributing To V o and new thinking and ingenuity 
had to be appliedo You must visualize that these operators had ~les of cables 
erected which represented very large investments o The natural approach was to 
develop a system to include provision for television which would fit in with 
the existing networks as much as possible o The H oF o (High Frequency) system was 
evolvedo 

Very briefly the t echnique used in this system is as follCMs ~ Normal off 
air To Vo broadcast signals are demodul atedo The video signal then rerrodulates 
an Ho F o carrier and distributed on a pair of wires~ the accompanying sound sig= 
nal being impressed on the sane pair~ but at high level audio frequency o Each 
channel therefore demands a pair of conductors and these are usually provided 
in the form of a multi=pair cableo Special television te~nal units are required 
t o receive these signals and standard domestic To V o sets can only be used if rrodi
fied 9 or by the attachment of special frequency conversion adaptors o 

The HoF o system has been developed to a great extent over the years and the 
technical as well as the corranercial achievements can only be admired o 

However this is only one of the two basic types of distribution systems in 
Great Britain today o The other is the comal type of CATV 9 kncwn as the VHF 
(Very High Frequency) system 9 which follows essentially the same technique which 
has always been employed universally by you in this Countryo I am associated 
with the lattero 

VHF systems were first installed in England in 195lo Growth in the use of 
VHF techniques has been steady S> and today there are over 200 systerrs in operation o 
The majority of these are considered snallS> ioeo less than 10 9000 houses wired 
but there are a number of systems with 20 ~000 = 25 ~000 houses wiredo In this 
figure of 200 quoted, I am not of course including the rrany hundreds of small 
housing estates whiCh are wired and are not licensed by the Post Office o 

Until recently this VHF camp had not been exploited by large capital inter= 
est as had the HF camp 9 but the gap is more than being made upo 

So = we have two types of systems in Great Britain, the HF and the VHF o The 
total number of Television rel ay subscribers is approximately 670 9000 and HF type 
systems predo~nate in subscriber numbers at present o Ha..rever ~ in recent years 
the swing has been t CMards the VHF systems and I am confident that the terrific 
expansion of the CATV industry~ which is just upon us in Europe 9 will be via VHF 
techniques o (Incidentally it is of interest to mention here that in addition 
to TV subscribers~ there are still approximately 900 gOOO sound radio relay sub
scribers only o These nU11IDers are however~ decreasing rather than increasing 
annually) o 

I believe that VHF teChniques will obviously become the standard distribution 
nethod in Europe o Experts have written lengthy theses for both camps and books 
have virtually been written promoting the arguments of both sideso But it is 
essentially a local argument, politically and capitally loaded and except for 
est ablishing the present position of CATV in Great Britain~ as I have tried to 
do, this need not be further developed by rre here o 

Leaving the British scene f or a moment we can noo look at Europeo CATV ope
ration as I rrentioned earliei"~ ~ is very new o 

There have been a nurrber of radio relay systerrs operating for years , but un
til four years ago 9 only a few lirni ted attempts were made to distribute television 
via cables, and these were not a great success generally because of irrmature tech
nical application~ but also we must consider here that television popularity is 
far behind what it is in the United States and in Great Britaino The variety of 
programs is limited and the number of homes with a television set are relatively 
fewo Even today homes with television receivers are only 20% .., 30% of the total 
in most large cities o 



CATV's ''FIRST TEAM'' 

THIS JERROLD TEAM BUILDS MORE 
CATV SYSTEMS ON A ''TURN-KEY'' BASIS THAN ALL 
OTHER MANUFACTURING CONTRACTORS COMBINED 
Since the birth of community-antenna television, pio
neered by Jerrold, no organization has contributed more 
than Jerrold to the growth of this important industry. 

The Jerrold "turn-key" team has already made TV 
available to a million viewers through Jerrold-con
structed systems alone-and there are millions more 
who benefit from Jerrold-equipped systems in over 
1,000 CATV communities in the U.S. and Canada. 

Jerrold's tremendous experience and nationwide 
organization are prepared to help you in every way-

SOME OF THE CATV SYSTEMS RECENTLY BUILT BY JERROLD: 

Ashlar1d, Kan. 
Boise City, Okla. 
Demopolis, Ala. 
Glasgow, Mont. 
Johnstown, Pa. 
Laguna Niguel, Cal. 

Longport, N. J. 
Marseilles, Ill. 
Maysville, Ky. 
Mountain Home, Ark. 
Munising, Mich. 
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 

Ocala, Fla. 
Ottawa, Ill. 
Salisbury, Md. 
Shippensburg, Pa. 
Stamford, N.Y. 
Stamford, Texas 

assist and guide in applying for franchises and pole
line agreements; conduct signal surveys; engineer the 
complete system; supply all electronic equipment, in
cluding microwave; construct the entire plant, from 
antenna site to housedrop, put it into operation, and 
train your personnel ... plus complete financing on 
terms to meet your needs. This complete service-or 
any part of it-is yours from Jerrold. 

Your first move to assure a successful CATV opera
tion is to contactJerrold's Community Systems Division. 

Streator, 111. 
Tallahassee, Fla. 
Tyrone, Pa. 
Wheatland, Wyo. 

JERROlD 
ElECTRONICS 

Wilmington, N.C. COMMUNITY SYSTEMS DIVISION 
Philadelphia 32, Pa. 
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Hcwever, the first successful Jrulti-channel VHF system to be installed in 
Europe was erected in Narnur, Belgium, by Coditelo Today there are three such 
systerrs in Belgiume~ The other two are in Liege and Verviers o The three sys
terrs are no.v distributing to some 10,000 subscribers, (5) five TV programs of 

Slide One four different transmission 
standards 9 and up to 3 2 FM 
radio programrres , over quite 
extensive coaxial networks , 
reaChing up to six miles or 
moreo 1m indication of the 
Channel reception and distri-

Slide Two 
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bution is given in SLIDE Io 
The sys tern, the equipment, 

and all associated equipment 
used were entirely developed 
and supplied by ~ Companyo 

Coditel have also instal
led a small system in Tramelan, 
Switzerland, and are expanding 
in that country, and new begin
ning to install a system in 
the town of La Chaux de Fondso 
This virtually is the CATV 
operation in Europe and brings 
us up to date giving the brief 
background historyo 

To round off the general 
overall picture, I must new say 
a ferw words with regard to the 

practical application of CATV opera-
tion, because it is completely dif
ferent from the applications used 
in your country o It is important to 
realize that these dete~ning fac
tors demand an entirely different 
concepto 

As I have just shown on SLIDE I, 
we are faced with a number of dif
ferent standards- 405, 625,819, 
line band widths ranging from 4 to 
14 mc/s, positive 9 and negative mo
dulation, AM & FM soundo These 
variations all add to the complexity 
of system designo 

From the physical aspect of the 
wiring, our respective problerrs are 
worlds apart o In Europe the CATV 
operator receives a concession from 
a Local Authority, and tied to this 
concession are many restrictions 
with regard to the construction and 
erection o Street crossing are lirni t
ed, (and in many places they must 
be underground), spans via poles or 
umbrella type wiring which is con-
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----~-----~-· __ . __ . --'-.. 
Designation Standard 

·--I 
Video Sound 

Band ~--====-----
Programme Cha. width Line I Mod. Freq. Mod. Frcq. 

Nr MH~ Nr . MHz MHz 

======= -----======= ----
Belgian Fl. 625 . pos. 48,25 A3 46,75 

Belgian Fr. 819 pos. 55,25 A3 60,75 
(i25 

Dutch Ill 7 ' 625 . neg. 175,25 FM 180,75 

French Ill F8A 14 819 poS. 185,25 A3 174,10 

Luxemburg Ill ·. 625 neg. 189,25 FM 194,75 

Belgian Fr. Ill 819 pos. . 196,25 A3 201,75 
1 625 

German . . Ill "625 .' .- neg .. ~ 203,25 FM 208,75 

Belgian Fl. Ill 10 625 pos. 210,25 A3 215,7< \ 

Belgian Fr. Ill · II 819 -~ . pos. '• 217,25 A3 22,';'5 
625 . 

I 

German , .. IV ' 24 ,·:c,;5 . neg. 495,25 FM 500,75 

German ·. 

'I 
IV 26 625 \ ne~. , ' 511,25 FM 51 6,75 

German IV · 29 7 ' 625 ·.· ~cg : .• 535,25 FM 540,71 

German ... IV 625 ' 

I>,~·:::~~ 
FM 

German . . I v 625 . FM 

• _\ ! kJ't I•' \lUf k_nm~ l~· d ~c.·. ~" :.'-'CL"L '.·. t~~ t_ .. ,._.,t, h . 1 v~· '"'n·n ca rw:J .. ,u t '>0 fa r l10 BanJ \ ' 
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sidered general practice in this 
country is not allowed at allo 

The Post Office will not con= 
siderer allowing the cables to go 
on their poles etco The operator 
can only then get his cables thro
ughout an area by placing them 
on private property' and to do 
this wayleaves are required from 
each land ownero Wayleaving is 
considered the most difficult 
part of installing any network 
in England and it can be expen
sive a Only when routes have 
been way leaved 9 can planning be 
finalized o Absentee land amers 
is only one of the many problems 
and headaches involvedo 

SLIDE 4 shows a typical street 
wireo The cable is clipped here 
under the eaves o 

SLIDE 5 shows an estate wired 
in Bath o We see here a typical 
example of the subscriber feeder 
techniqueo The illustration 
here is of a Teleng tapper unito 

SLIDE 6 is a close up of this 
unite As you can see the 
main distribution cable is 
not broken at all and because 
of simple operation 9 insta
llation time is reduced con
siderably a The principle 
use here is patentedo 

A third restriction which 
we have in Europe is the 
result of the selectivity 
of the standard television 
sets on the marketo These 
sets today will not gener
ally accept adjacent Chann
els~ and we must use guard 
channels to prevent co~chan~ 
nel interferenceo This 
severly limits the number. 
of possible programmes wh~ch 
can be distributed on any 
VHF networko 

There are many more limit .... 
ing factors which we have t~ 
overcome or face up to but 
have tried briefly and I hOPe 
not too sketchily to illUS~ 
trate only a few of our prob'"" 
lems with which you do not 
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have to contend in your 
operation., 

.And now "Looking Ahead" o 

What is in store for Europe? 
Well, of course there are 
more television and radio 
prograrrmes coming, color, 
Pay To V.!! 

I have to qualify here 
that l'To/ rerrarks with regard 
to the future are based on 
rey personal views and the 
views of l'To/ Company , and 
I wish to portray our appre
ciation of the situation and 
our approach to find the cor
rect solutionso 

A CATV system erected to
day in Europe nust be capable 
of distributing the follow
ing, if it is to be fully 
utilized: 

1 o At least 9 off air TV 
broadcast progranmes o 

2 o 30 + FM radio pro
granmes 

3 o Pay T., V o programmes 
It also must cover a large 

area, say 100,000 to 150,000 
houses from one aer~al site 
and be commercially acceptable 
and reliable in providing 
the serviceo· 

With regard to I there are 
areas now where six To V o pro
grammes are required to be 
distributed o The schedule now 
planned for new stations to 
be opened will increase this 
to 9 channels in certain areas 
on the Continent in the next 
few years aloneo 

Reo 2, this number of FM 
radio prograrranes is now avail
able in rrany areas o 

Reo 3, if Pay TV is going 
to succeed, and a great many 
in this country are putting 
their shirts on it succeeding, 
it is only natural that it 
be one of several services on 
a CATV systemo 
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Our reasoning goes something like this~-
1 o Pay TV can be transmitted over the air or distributed via cable o Trans

mission over the air is highly unlikely because there is hardly enough air space 
to handle the other services already planned o Actually this is one of l'TY strong
est reasons for believing that CATV operation will soon be a necessity o There 
is already a world tendency for telecorrmunications to go back to wire~ and I am 
sure that statistics will show that more and more cable is being laid each year o 

In Europe especially the situation is that there are many Countries in a restri-
. cted area, all with their respective serviceso Interference now is quite a prob
lem, and I shudder to think what it will be like in a few years timeo 

2o Distribution via cable is the natural environment for Pay TV because of 
the security and the control it offers o 

3o Television off air broadcasting in Europe is such that CATV systems will 
be in rrost cities within the next 15 years o 

4o A Pay TV operation via cable requirement is that only large areas of the 
population can support such a serviceo 

5o Our conclusion is that a system is required where both services can share 
the same facilities 9 thereby carrying only a proportion of the fixed overheads o 

Sorreone Sl somewhere, has said that :'ofue problem rrust first be recognized and 
then a goal set, before any achievement can be ma.de o I think we have done this o 

We have nCM a system which will meet the above requirements which we call 
System Do This system employs principally a special design of '9distributed" type 
repeater of low gain 9 with exceptionally good noise and cross modulation chara
cteristicsg which enables the very wide frequency spectrum of 8-225 MC/S to be 
fully utilizedo 

Slide Seven 
Without the restriction and 
operational difficulties which 
would normally occur with multi
channel operation employing more 
normal type of udistributed v 
circuit type repeaters o Because 
of these outstanding repeater 
characteristics, renarkably long 
system u reach u can be achieved 9 

allowing very large multi=channel 
systems to be built up o On the 
other hand 9 smc1ller systems em= 
ploying these methods will pos= 
sess still more reserve against 
cascading troubles )) and ensure 
simple policing and maintenance 
procedures a 

This slide shews the scherra
tic diagram of planningo Two 
principal types of cabling are 
involved~ = 

1 o Main Lines 
2 o Tapped Distribution Lines 

These are usemi virgin~ point 
to point circuits originating at 
the signal source or aerial site 
and never tapped by subscriber 
connections, but teed into bran
ching or distribution repeaters 
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to generate spurs for further 
main line network extensions , . 
or for tapped distribution linese 
These are lines to whiCh subscri-
bers connections are made . To 
obtain the optimum repeater cas
cading performance, the main lines 
are oper at ed at a max. signal 
level of 30 dbmV , with mino of 
17 dbmV which gives a required 
repeater gai n of 13 db o It can 
be shewn that a gain of this order 
represents the optimum for repeat
er cas cadeabili ty e 

The t apped distribution lines 
(Noo 2) are all generated from 
distr ibution repeater assemblies. 
with a launch l evel of up to 
SO dbmVo 

From this high level the rraxi
mum use of cable spli tting is 
used to provide the largest pos
sible vcoverage' network without 
further repeaters c (This may cover 
up to 300 houses) o Norrrally, to 
extend beyond t his coverage the 
rrai n line network is used or ex
tended to a further distribution 

repeater assembly teed to the main line network , but when advantageous limited 
extension to any 'arm' of the distribution networ k can, if the noise and Xmod 
limitations of - 43 db are not exceeded , be achieved by use of standard repeaters 
used as boosters o 

The AGC units located at approximately 1 mile i ntervals are control units 
for inclusion at intervals, in distribution main, or trunk lines to mitigate 
variations of level caused by cable temperature and repeater mains supply etca 
The (patented) rrethod employed , of obtaining the r equi red control bias , avoids 
difficult VHF amplification in excess of that necessary f or signal amplification 
only, giving a mosy stable unit, free from uncertainti es inherent with amplified 
signal frequency or D ~ C o amplifier techniques e 

The ~C unit , here , for wide band distribution systems , operates from a con
trol or pilot carrier placed above 200 Mc/ s c The gai n of the unit throughout 
the amplifier operating spect rum i s var ied i n r elation to t he level of the con
trolling carrier, giving partial s i gnal level control on a wide band systemo 

The unit is intended for use with a succeedi ng repeater unit Type 228 from 
the output of whi ch the control carrier is extracted by neans of a tee unit 
(provided) 

CATV operators in Europe are of course l ooking forward to easement of ma.ny 
restrictions, and to the advancement i n development of techniques which will 
make living a lot easier. 

Examples of easement of restrictions are as f ollows: 
1 . Standardization of transmission standards . There is evidence of this 

alreadyo England and France are both switching to 625 line standard of a type. 
2 • Improved selectivity of TV sets o Set rranuf acturers are placing sets on 

the market now with improved electricity and when t his higher standard is rrade 
universal, adjacent channels can be used e 
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3 o Provisions made by the planners of new towns for the erection of a CATV 
sytemo Many new towns are being built in Europe and especially in Englando A 
CATV system is being considered as a public utility service to go in a house along 
with the electricity 9 telephone 9 gas 9 and water o Conduits can be provided for 
under street crossings~ cavities made available in houses for flush mounted wall 
outlet units 9 e tco 

Every operat or looks forward to cheaper systems 9 which are easier to install 
and require little or no maintenance o 

Components now becoming available are improving the position daily 9 and of 
course transistors are in the limelig1to A nunber of transistor amplifiers are 
on the British market used in linuted application and of course 9 we all encourage 
further advanceo 

SPEAKER FROM THE FLOOR g I would like to ask you 9 sir 9 about the picture qual
ity~ relative quality~ between your system and our 52 5 line systerno 

MRo EVANS ~ On the picture quality 9 the British have done a very good job on 
the 40 5 line standaro and is ~ I ·think~ the best picture quality I have seen in 
the worldo My experience is limited to the States and Europeo Regarding the 405 
line standard = of course I, as a CATV operator like the 4 rnegacyles and I have 
wondered just why Britai.n has changed to 625 o The French 819 is not exceptionallY 
good o I would say that the s tandard of quality in the United States ~ mostly from 
the studio techniques available in the States 9 is much better than the normal 625 
that we are getting on the Continent todayo 

SPEAKER FROM 1HE FLOOR g Do you use video at all or is it completely RF or 
do you have a mixture~ 

MRo EVANS g No 9 we use completely RF o The HF system~ as I explained does de
modulate the carrier to video and then rerrodulate a HF carriere RF is still usedo 

SPEAKER FROM 1HE FLOOR g What sort of agreement did you rrake with the propertY 
owners when you attach to their homes? 

MR o EVANS g Well 51 we have a very comprehensive contract that we make with the 
owner of each property with regard to liabilityo Of course the CATV operator is 
liable for any damage that is done on the property o To make this legal we do pay 
to the property a-mer a shilling a yearo This is usually paido However, there 
are different techniques which are usedo It is ridicuJous to make a check out 
for 14 cents a year and many times there are agreements by the various CATV ope
rators to give this money to charity in a lump sum or do some local function for 
charityo 

SPEAKER FROM 'IHE FLOORg Could you tell us something about the pattern of 
charges that are made? 

MRo EVANS~ Yes~ the ~ Well any CATV operator is going to get as much money 
as he can for the services vlhich he is providingo Four or five years ago it was 
standard in Britain to charge an installation fee of approximately 5 pounds~ 
working that out quickly that is about 14 dollars and something, with a weekly 
charge of 2 shillings and 6 pence to 3 shillings a weeko A shilling is 14 cents 
so three shillings would be 42 cents 'j) a week o In rrore recent years we have had 
an awful lot of competition by the various CATV operators and there have been 
a limited number of '#hat has been considered good concessions , so in order to 
obtain these qoncessions the competition has been vicious resulting in reduction 
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of the rates to the taxpayers of a particular local authority o The installa
tion fee has fallen off completely and most systems are working on a charge 
of 3 to 4 shillings a week onlyo There are of course the normal terms of pay
ment of paying annually or half yearly or quarterly with appropriate deductions 
in the - of the amountso 

SPEAKER FROM THE FLOORg I believe I heqrd in your talk that you even now 
go back down to strip amplifiers with their individual AGC, I wonder if you 
would corranent of the technical reason for that 9 and what you accomplish by ito 

MRo EVANS~ We do, at approximately every mile on trunk lines only, break 
up the signals, to single channel strips for control We have not found and 
we have used a lot of ALC units, wide band units o We have not found that 
this gives us the sufficient control of what has to be made up on the line 
due to temperature and main power variationso On the AGC strips we are, you 
must look forwa,rd 9 if we go over say 9 channels we must look forward to a lot 
of difficulty in the combining and splitting which does have to be done every 
mile and which is very, very expensiveo Of course, we are trying to develop 
ALC units or wide band techniques along with perhaps equalizers which will give 
us the control which is required on these networks o 

SPEAKER FROM 'IHE FLOORg I was interested in the problem () o (Unable to hear 
speaker) 

MRo EVANS: No, that is not necessary assuming that your combined split 
units are all righto 

On the ALC units which we are using now at every half mile, we are putting 
the carrier frequency above 200 megacycles because we know that we can get a 
better control starting at the high end of the band rather than having the 
generated signal 9 let 9s say at 75 megacycles which I understand is common 
in the States~ but we are still using both types o 

SPEAKER FROM 'IHE FLOOR~ (Unable to hear speaker) 

MR o EVANS~ We are trying too Any other questions? Thank you very much o 
(Applause) 

MR => W o K o HEADLEY~ Thank you very much, Jack, for gl Vlng us a most absorb
ing look into things over your way, both as they are now and as they appear to 
be in the future o 

We have co:rre out very well on our ti:rre and I just want to say 9 Jack, we 
appreciate tremendously your corning here to this session this morning and it 
is a very great pleasure for all of us to have you here .at our conventiono 
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profitable opportunities could be realized by extending runs substantially with
out having to make a self-defeating sacrifice in the quality of signals result
ing thereafter for distributiono That suburb a few miles beyond the end of your 
present trunk, that little tam 8 miles out from your corranunity where 96% of 
the residents have been clamoring for service for years , perhaps that rnili tary. 
base 16 1/ 2 miles each of your t<.:Mer, for which you could get the contract to 
wire all 3200 dwelling units, but which has seemed as unreachable as the slin be
cause of its distance and its large distribution area after that o o all of these 
opportunities can n<M be turned to money-making actualities with long line cable 
extensions carrying many channels many miles with such an extremely low build-up 
of noise and distortion that the quality of signals at the input and the output 
of the long line seem nearly identicalo 

fts we have said 9 many of today us long line applications, under our new refer'
ence standards of length, are for situations involving relatively short "long 
runs" o But let us take the theme of this panel this morning and see what might 
be on the horizon when we are "Looking Ahead" o Chainnan Henry of the Federal 
Communications Commission recently reminded an audience that uAmerica is being 
wired for sight and sound" o America is a very large country, ladies and gentle-
rren, and it is studded with thousands of sizeable corranuni ties o As television 
is itself extended as a many-faceted medium, its transmission will surely be 
extended in degree and to points which we can barely anticipate todayo And 
just as surely , the unique advantages of mul ti-channel closed circuit cable trans
mission will be recognized and exploited to carry video and audio information 
at RF frequencies over greater and greater distanceso 

A number of you, after the close of this convention, will be visiting the 
World u Fair in New York~ where you will be fascinated by exhibits which project 
your att ention into the future of our world, our scientific achievements and 
our human society o If I may be permitted onesmall personal corranercial refer
ence, I would like t o refer to our cornpany 9 s exhibit at this "World"s CATJ Fair" 
here in Philadelphiao A 16- foot mural in our display depicts a long RF coaxial 
cable transmission line carrying the signals from New York, the World's Fair City 
to our hotel here in Philadelphia, our convention city o We had this mural made 
up in the spirit of good fun and of a colorful demonstration taking some artistic 
licenseo While the close circuiting of World 9 s Fair events to the Bellevue
Stratford Hotel by this means would undoubtedly fall into the category of a simple 
tour de force with questionable practicality, the point I want to emphasize 
seriously is that this feat can be accomplished = now - with new transmission 
achievements that are available to you all and which nay in the very near future 
open great new areas of opportunity, and profit to each of you o 

Thank you very nuch o (Applause) 

MRo Wo Ko HEADLEY ~ Since the session opened you may not believe it, but you 
have heard six speakers and are about to hear the seventh o So I think it us fit
ting now, remaining more or less in your places , to take a short seventh inning 
stretcho (Pause) We have talked about the grCMing need for longer and longer 
point-to-point transrnissiono Another facet, of course, which many of you are ~ 
facing today i s the requirement of the larger and larger distribution systemo 
The next discourse you will hear on that subject ,is entitled, "Problerrs of 
Signal Distribution in Large Communities"o Here to cover that subject for you 
in Heinz Eo Blum, Vice President in charge of Engineering at Entron, Incorporatedo 

MRo HEINZ Eo BLUM ~ Gentlerren, the excellent presentation of l'To/ co-panelists 
might have given you the impression that certain manufacturers have specialized 
in the work of individual system components o HCMever from the association with 
rey friends in the associate rrembership group I knew that all of us have experience 
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embracing the entire field of CATVo Therefore in~ following presentation I 
shall not mention the model designations nor the name of the company with which 
I am associatedo Incidently IQm associated with Entron Incorporated and we have 
a display at this side of the room showing a system and a workable picture pre
sentation on receivers at the end of a 20 mile systemo 

The CATV industry has~ in the past, applied the engineering principles and 
the technical kna-1-hoo of related sciences and industrieso It is a part of the 
electronic equipment manufacturing and of the communication installation industry 
and has adopted - with modifications , of course - techniques which are being used 
by these industrieso This fact is probably known to everyone familiar with the 
CATV industry, and it is stated here only to reiterate that CATV equipment and 
system design follows the same laws and principles with which other fields have 
to copeo · 

The CATV systemws operator makes it his business to deliver to his customers, 
through his elaborate distribution system, signals which will produce a television 
picture on a standard TV receiver which the custorrers· will find "acceptableo" In 
the absence of industry=wide standards it is up to the equipment and system desig
ner to determine exactly what the characteristics of the signal rrust be to produce 
an "acceptable" picture o 

First, the signal rust be such that it can be processed by the customerws TV 
receiver to yield a likeness of the originally transmitted pictureo It must con
sist of a carrier of a receivable frequency modulated with synchronization, video, 
color burst, and audio infonration as standardized by the Federal Corranunications 
Commission (FCC)o Secondly~ it must be of sufficiently high level so as to override, 
at the 'N receiverS) any other present and undersirable signals - such as noise -
to such an extent that the undesirable signals do not interfere with the desirable 
oneso Thirdly, the signal must not contain undesired information - such as noise, 
intenrodulation distortion~ harmonic distortion, or ubeats n - of a level which 
interferes noticeably with the desired infor.mationo Various organizations have 
established experimentally upper limits of the magnitude of undesired information 
which can be tolerated as part of the desired information o One of the most exten
sive research projects was carried out by the Television Allocations Studo Organi
zation (TASO), who, in its 1959 report to the FCC, establishedg for example, that 
a signal-te=noise ratio of 42 db has such a small effect on picture quality that 
viewers rate as excellent pictures having such a signal-to-noise ratioo Therefore, 
a signal-to-noise ratio of 42 db can be established as design goal for a CATV sys
temo Similar tests and experiments lead to the establishment of a 48 db signal""' 
to-cross-modulation limito We can intelligently design systems of various sizes 
at the best possible cost only with such a set of performance standardso 

Considering the trunkline problerrs for large area CATV distribution first, we 
can see that our established perforrrance standards can be obtained by the folloo
ing procedure; 

1 o Determine rraximum length of trunk line o 
2 o Compute trunkline attenuation at Channel 13 for various cable types o 
3o Divide the total attenuation by the spacing (operational gain) of the 

amplifier to be usedo The operational gain is generally specified by the 
amplifier manufacturer for best noise figure~ cross modulation, and auto
matic level control performanceo 

4o Check whether the system meets the earlier established performance stand
ards by the 3 db per - amplifier""'doubling method 9 which means that every 
time the amount of cas~aded amplifiers is doubled 9 the signal=tO=>noise 
ratio decreases by 3 db, and the output level of each cascaded amplifier 
must be reduced by 3 db to rraintain the same level of cross modulation 
distortiono 
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Going through these steps, the maximum number of cascadable amplifiers can 
be detenninedo 

For instance~ at the present s"tate of the art, systems of up to approxirrately 
2000 db attenuation can be constructed utilizing 64 repeater amplifierso Using 
a cable having an attenuat~on of lo45 db per 100 feet (Foamflex 1/2" or equiva..: 
lent at Channel 13)~ a total trunk length of 2000 ~ lo45 = 137 9931 feet= 26 
miles can be constructed o Better cable already available can be used for even 
longer trunklineso 

It can nav be readily seen that a further increase in trunkline length can 
only be realized if and when cables with lower attenuation and amplifiers having 
higher output handling abilities and lower no1se figures are availableo At the 
present time, it appears unlikely that ruch looer noise figures can be achieved 
and the development is moving primarily in the direction of amplifiers with 
higher output handling abilitieso 

With increasing system size the quest ions of reliability and obsolescence 
becoroo more important o While some reliability studies have already been mde , 
much more work in this particular area has to be done To d~termine the most 
economical initial~cost-te=maintenance ratioo 

The Intercontinental Submarine Cable System and its problems can be cited 
as an example of a long comrrunica tion sys-cem so similar to the systems with wh1ch 
we are familiaro The latest system which was put into service in 1963, provides 
communication means for 128 3 kc wide channels in bo h directions over a single 
coaxial cable o Transmission 1n one direction is carried in the frequency band 
of 108 - 504 kc and in the other direction in the band of 660 .,., 1052 kco The 
total cable transmssion loss is approximately 9000 db at the highest frequencyo 
One hundred eighty (180) remotely pooered and tube eqw.pped repeater amplifiers 
w~th tilted response curves are ut1l ized to offset r1is cable losso 

The signal=te=interference ratio of each repeater amplifier is at least 90 
dbo Applying our db per=amplifl.er""'doubl~ng method~ we arrive at a 67 db signal
teoc~nterferen e ratio for the entire systemo 

Every tenth repeater amplifier has a manually adjustable gain and tilt con
trol~ which \-las set when the cable was laid o No further automat~c gain or tilt 
control is requ~ed since he system is installed on the ocean floor where the 
temperature is constant at ° C or 37° Fo 

It is interesting to note that the organization which has developed the tran
sistor and which has done a tremendous arrount of research in the semiconductor 
field has decided that = at the present tine ""' vacuum tubes will better serve 
the purpose of reamplifying communication signals in a system of remotely powered 
cascaded amplifierso This system has been built for commercial applicat1ons 
and initial cost 9 maintenance cost 1) reliability and performance have been care
fully weighed to obtain the most profitable systemo 

It is of particu ar interest to the CATV Field that long systerrs are not 
only feas~ble, but are a ready in operation after all knam engineering aspects 
have been carefully consideredo 

With full conf~dence ~n its reliability the CATV ind stry can again make 
use of 'teChniques prev~ously developed for other communicat1on purposeso 

There is one ield ~ havever, 1.n which the CATV 1ndustry has been unique, 
and this is the field of VHF signa distribution to cable connected receiverso 
A large arrount of receivers have to be connected so that eaCh one derives the 
best poss1.ble picture quali y from he CATV System without introducing any 
interference into ~e systemo Cities were d1v1ded into sections and clean 
signals were brought via the trunkline to central distribution points in each 
section o At the central distribution po.1.nts the signal was taken from the 
trunk line and fed into d1stribution amp 1f. ers where it was brought up to a 
level sui table for distr1.bution and where 9 at the same time, isolation between 
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distribution and trunklines was obtainedo The distribution amplifiers then fed 
the signal into the distribution cable to which the individual subscribers were 
connectedo Due to the choice of the frequency spectrum within which the signal 
was distributed, it was possible to utilize simple tap-off devices for subscriber 
connection a Increased demands for more prograrrs and 9 therefore~ a wider frequency 
spectrum of the transmitted signal necessitated a more sophisticated method of 
subscriber connectiono This method of the matched multiple subscriber connection 
device has the advantage of not unnecessarily disturbing the distribution system 
and the signals carried thereono NON it becomes possible to space these connec
tion devices as closely or as widely apart as required by the density of the sub
scriber populationo The distribution line length can nON be dete~ned by signal 
level calcaulations alone without the previously necessary considerations for 
response curve deterioration and mismatch due to non-matched elements in the line o 

It becorres advantageous to feed the highest practical signal level into the dis
tribution lines to avoid unnecessary reamplification in these distribution lineso 
The high level distribution amplifier has become the signal source for nany thous
ands of distribution line miles o Heavily populated~ as well as large areas, can 
be served effectivelyo 

Multi~dwelling buildings obtain their signals from these new connection de
vices and because these signals are of predetermined quality, as well as of pre
deterndned and stable level~ they can be amplified for in=building distribution, 
if necessary o The initial calculations of signal..,te=interference level must in
clude the distribution amplifiers as well as the trunkline repeaters if the pre
viously established performance standards are to be satisfiedo This will require 
that distribution originating amplifiers or bridging amplifiers have to be opera
ted below their individual maximum output level to deliver clean signals to the 
subsequent extender or in-building distribution amplifierso 

Large area CATV distribution can be economically and effectively achieved only 
after thorough analysis of all problerrs involved 9 but = and this is the main fact -
these problems can be solvedo 

Equipment manufacturers supplying the CATV industry have succeeded in providing 
the hardware for the ever increasing demand to improve the services which our 
industry provideso These services are not only recognized but also greatly ap
preciated by an ever increasing number of our fellowmano 

It can safely be assumed that future engineering developments will help the 
further g:ro:.rth of the CATV industry o Thank you very rruch o (Applause) 

MRo GEORGE Jo BARCQg The man who is presiding over this morningus session, 
is the associate representative on our Board of Directors of the NCTAo In the 
ten years it has been nty pleasure to serve on that Board 9 I have not kno..Jn of 
anyone who has been a finer gentleman, or who has made a more able representative 
for his associate members ll or who has made a greater contribution to the industry 9 

in such a short time o You should also know, that Bob Tarlton and I are most 
grateful to him for taking on the entire responsibility for the preparation of 
the program Monday afternoon on the all band conversion, as well as this morning v s 
programo Hay I ask you to join rre in publicly expressing to him our appreciation 
for his very fine effortso (Applause) 

MR o W o K o HEADLEY g Thank you George o This being Thursday, and after Wednes
day night 9 'fuesday night and Monday night and so on" if I had enough blood left 
I would be blushingo Ps I said at the outset of this rreeting~ because it is so 
loaded with speakers and our time is limited, we have not had question and answer 
periods for each of the speakers, but because each of them represents companies 
who are exhibiting here, again I would ask you that you would direct your ques-
tions to them either after the rreeting up here or in their respective exhibit booths o 
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( 2) See urnfluence of Echoes on TV 'I'ransm:ission99 ~ Pierre Mertz~ Journal 
of SMPTE, Volo 60~ May 1953o 

(3) For an excellent presentation see '9Performance Testing of Television 
Channels" 9. by Maurice Eo Cookson PPo 28-34 TV and Corranunications 9 June 1964o 

(4) See nobserver Reaction to Low Frequency Interference in Television 
Pictures 9n by AoDo Fo.vler~ Proco IoRoEo Volo 39 9 PPo 1332-1336 9 Octo 195lo 

Thank you for your time o (Applause) 

MRo Wo Ko HEADLEY~ Thank you, Keno Ps we proceed in our long and varied jour
ney ahead this morning~ at top speed necessarily 9 we will whisk you into the second 
subject~ which concerns itself with solid state system concepts 9 and on this sub
ject you will hear from MroDonn Nelson, Staff Engineer at Ameco, Inco 

MRo DONN Go NElSON~ There was a thought provoking article written by General 
David Sarnoff of RCA and NBC fame in the May issue of Fortune 'Magazineo In this 
article Sl General Sarnoff predicts the future of not only electronics, but many 
other aspects of communications in the United States and for the whole world o He 
is an advanced thinker and among the things he predicts are these~ he predicts 
that some day neT.-JS can be typed out in one country and by a verifax satelite 1V 
link be sirrul taneously reproduced rrany thousands of miles away o The news can 
happen and we can instantly receive ito He predicts that some day a personal com
munications link will exist, which wil allo.v the mass public to talk to each other 
and look at each other in full color reproduction at any time o Na.v he does not say 
hav this is to be accomplished)) but I think that we have in the CATV industry a 
means whereby this could .be achieved o 

Roughly 15 years ago]) the first CATV system was formed and it was formed for 
altruistic purposes rather than the reasons we form a system today~ but during that 
period of time the equipment we worked with was frequently handmade o We made it 
ourselveso We had to do our am engineecingo We didnwt have all the illustrious 
brains in the engineering world at our disposal, because they had never heard of 
our industryo Many of you sitting in this audience could probably be well called 
design engineers Sl because you are contributors to the modern stage of the art o 
Frequently when I am at the plant in Phoenix~ Arizona, a customer will call up 
and say t Donn, why don v t you manufacture such and such, and so I go talk to some
body 9 and he talks to somebody else and pretty soon Ameco has a new product on the 
market and it wasn 9 t because of our superior thinking or because of our ingenuity, 
it was because of the fact that we are dealing with very able and very intelligent 
people who are our customers o The future is thrilling because we have only scratched 
the surface 9 we doni t knav where we will arrive ultimately o We na.v have CATV, CCIV, 
E1V and S'IV o 

The three areas in which we will have substantial improvements soon are~ l0 rural 
TV 9 including long distance transmission, 2 o the interrogation and response system 
which is something that has been knCMn for years and is something which we are going 
to be forced to adopt$ and 3 o reliability, something in which we are all interested o 

One of the foremost allegations that the FCC has against CATV is the fact that 
we cannotSl nor do we offer service to everybodyo If a farmer happens to live four 
or five miles out of tc:Mn ~ even if there are a few other fanns out there 9 we 9 as 
system operators, just plain ignore them because we can v t afford the amount of money 
it would cost to hook them upo It might be 27 years before we get our money backo 
I was talking to Dick Yearrick, one of our salesmen out of the Harrisburg office in 
Pennsylvania, and he says that he has wired or sold the equipment for wiring many 
small t<:Mns togethero If a tc:Wn is maybe four and a half miles from another to.vn, 
he has been able to use transistorized line extenders and offer economical service 

. from one of these corranuni ties to anothero This is something many operators have , 
missed for a long timeo 
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Bill Rheinfelder ~ hneco us chief scientist 9 turned out a report in which he 
rated all of the Ameco amplifierso He determined what he called a figure of 
merito This figure of merit was based upon the noise factor and the output ca= 
pabili ty of each amplifier o One of the striking things which was disclosed by 
this report was that Arne co us line extender series has exactly the same figure of 
rrerit found in the more deluxe and expensive mainline series of equipmento This 
means that an operator can cascade line extenders~ which sell for $69 ~ less dis ... 
count 9 again and again and again and deliver high quality pictures at the end 
of the transmission lineo 

Also 9 in our laboratory we have been working on an FM modulation system for 
long distance CATV transmissiono It now appears that in the very near future~ 
hreco will have an even better means of propagating signals o There is no reason, 
based on scientific data~ that FTn video could not be transmitted 50 or 60 miles 
without degradation of the video information or the soundo That would mean that 
we could economically replace many of the microwave hops which are so difficult 
to obtain with a cheaper reliable transmission systemo 

The second thing I would like to discuss is the interrogation and response 
requirement o In order that educational TV may really be effective, we must plan 
to have inter.rogation and response o The crippleS~ the shut-in j the person too 
feeble to leave home would be able to study a trade on educational television 
and i> by means of the CATV system in his corrmuni ty 9 he could answer questions 
during tests from his bedo He could achieve diplomas~ certificates or even 
degreeso 

We have the equipment to accomplish the above conditions right na.r o In fact~ 
at Ameco we had a requirement very recently to do this very thingo I found that 
many years agoSl we used to build what we designated a CF 33o This was a small 
unit which bypassed an amplifier so that RF could go one way and audio or other 
laver frequency infonnation the other way o The devices worked very well, but 
there was no need for them 9 so we hid them OMay with the old obsolete proto
typeso I resurrected sorre CF=33us and used them with some of our new subchannel 
amplifiers to pass subchannel around one way and the regular VHF the other wayo 
It worked beautifully o There is no reason why any one of the companies repre-. 
sented at this convention couldn 11 t produce equipment to give interrogation and 
response o There is no reason why the CATV system of the future couldn at have 
additional sources of revenue resulting from this o Also~ we could have a paver 
company and water company meter reading service~ whereby~ we could punch a 
button and impulse devices would send out information over the CATV systemo 
Every house could be required to be attached to the CATV system whether they 
use the TV signal or note It could be a requirement of the power companyo This 
coded information could be back fed around the amplifiers in the CATV lines to 
a central information hub' it could be de oded, fed into IBM machines from which 
utility bills, monitoring the individual homes in a community~ could be processed 
in minuteso 

Think of the revenue that would come to the CATV operator if he maintained 
a service like thiso The CATV operator could also run public opinion polls in
terrogating consumers right from their horreso He could show a product on the 
TV screen and the customer could punCh a yes or no button which would indicate 
approval or rejection of this product o There is no reason why in the CATV sys
tem of the future)) we couldn 11 t vote at election time~ by having a keyed identi 
fication to be activated directly from our homeso 

The third important area of system improvement which I foresee is that of 
reliabilityo Years ago many of OUI" systems were HJen:y riggeduv' many haphazardly 
thr<:Ml1 togethero Some systems had Arreco equipment~ Jerrold equipment, Entron 
equipment and SKL equipment~ all operating in a given length of cableo These 
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These systerrs were inferior~ incongruous and frequently a night.,.,mare to keep ope
ra tinge The engineering of modern CATV equipment has improved vastlyo There is 
no ma.jor manufacturer of CATV equipment today who doesnut make pretty good equip
mente 

The cable connectors we use today are much better than the problematical ones 
we used to usee For example~ we at hneco have amounced a new line of 75 ohm 9 
matched~ simple and durable cable connectors e Today we have cable coaxial which 
is far superior to any we have had in the paste The anticipated life of good 
aluminum cable is 20 yearse Derrek Busby of Canada Wire Ltde says 9 

990urs will 
last 35 years 9

g c I don vt kna-1 if tl1at was salesroanship talking, but I doubt ito 
But just think of that~ 20 years ~ Thatij s twice what we used to think of as the 
life of the entire CATV systemo Our modern day systems are better, but they must 
be made even more reliable o If for instance, nPhonovisionH, which the telephone 
company is currently demonstrating, became popular and in demand, the CATV system 
would be an ideal medium for transmitting this video and audioo We have bands of 
unused RF frequencies between the FM spectrum and channel 7 o We have all of the 
subchannels that could be filled with phase m::xlulated video information o If AT&T 
would becorre interested in utilizing our industry for this purpose 9 they would 
insist upon one thing; that is system reliability o AT&T would probably not even 
consider renting or leasing services from a CATV system which had a low reliability 
indexo 'Where amplifiers and component parts become very hot due to vacuum tubes 
and high voltages 9 the system can reqm:re frequent and extensive maintenance o The 
reliability of Transistors is dranatically superior to that of vacuum tubes o Pm 
anticipated life of 97 years makes these devices preferred amplifiers for now and 
the futureo 

The last thing I would like to say is that many of the things I have mentioned 
as vucoming soonH are happening todayo .fm1eco is na-1 building a system in a rela
tively large Southern city in which we are including additional income for the CATV 
operatoro We are adding a subchannel communication link to this productive CATV 
systemo It will consist of a 10 mile closed link from the head end which will 
completely loop the acti vi t:ies centers of this Southern metropolis o It runs right 
through the center of tCMn where it passes through the business and shopping areas o 
The loop unites the pu.blic schools~ it goes by the public institutions , the parks 
and every place having something of interest for the citizens o This subchannel 
link will have 50 inputso Each input will a low the origination of TV programming 
for corrmuni ty service and corrrnercial purposes o The subchannel information will 
pass through the amplifier chain to the head end where it will be converted to a 
normal CATV channelo Local businessmen will advertise on this systemo The CATV 
operator will be able to sell or give away time to display a grand opening of a 
new store~ he can show sales promotions S~ he can shCM a library opening~ he can 
show anything of civic importance to his CATV subscribers and his subscribers onlyo 

kneco is a manufacturer who is meeting future reliability requirements today o 
We feel that when we look to the future of CATV Sl we are looking to the future of 
CATV with Amecoo (Applause) 

MRo Wo Ko HEADLEY'g I ud ike to make another short announcement hereo I kna-1 
that many of you have brought your children tb the conventiono Itus been a plea
sure having them and I hope they are having a wonderful time o I 9 m sure they are 
because I think you will all agree that the job George Barco and Bob Tarlton have 
done as cQ->chairmeri of the corrrni ttee has given you a convention that you will long 
rernember o To prove the point ,that the planning is complete and detailed, some of 
you rraght be wondering wl1at you will do with your children when you are attending 
the banquet tonighto Therefore~ this is simply to announce that there will be a 
childrens u banquet in the Crysta ... Room at 7 gQQ PoMo 
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MR o W o K o HEADLEY~ As we look ahead in our industry 9 one thing that is im
portant to keep in ~nd is the standards for the distribution of TV by coaxial 
cableo On this subject we will hear from Mro Isaac Blonder 9 better kna.m to most 
of us as Ike Blonder~ Chairman of the Boaro at Blonder-Tongue Laboratorieso 

MRo ISAAC BLONDER~ Since this subject took us several years at our plant, 
and 9 one ~ght ask, can you condense it into 10 min tes?; of course our answer 
is noo I hope you will forgive s for hand1ng out copies of a paper commercially 
designed to sell our products which also covers the subject mattero 

Hcwever, let rre just give you some of the gist of the design philosophy behind 
the cable compensation whiCh we have attemp~ed to doo 

First of all, we investigated the entire range of a~lifier and amplifier 
capabilitieso I think all of you knaN there is a latitude possible in system 
design between noise figure and output capability o The merit of the system or 
its dynamic range determines the number of problems that the system can encounter 
and still surviveo The most severe one as far as we are concerned, really re
sides in the cable 9 ·where as you undoubtedly know 9 the cable slope changes with 
temperatureo In a system that may have as many as 20 amplifiers, if there is a 
variation between amplifier s~ages of lets say 1 db 9 we are likely to wind up 
with a 20 db variation between one end of the band and the other and since the 
dynamic range in rrost long systerrs is not as high as 12 db obviously you are go
ing to run into either noise or cross=modo 

The first problem that we ran into of course is the amplifier 9 and there we 
simulated virtually everything that has been built or that we could think of 
building 9 keeping in mind the db per dollar problem9 the ins·tallation problem 
and the reliability problemo Since transistors have not yet achieved the output 
capabilities that we would desire, we had to regretfully delay their usage until 
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technology improvedo This left us with tubeso Going into the very big bottles 
that bum up lots of energy 9 represented a real cost problem 9 and the increased 
output capability did not look to us as if we could justify their useo We fi
nally dete~ned that we would have to sit with a distributed or chain type . 
amplifier with the best possible noise figure and one other characteristic which 
unfortunately is not characteristic of the usual chain amplifier 9 and that is a 
constant gaino Primarily then~ what we tried to do, was to come up with an am
plifier that was not only flat~ not on y had a good noise figure 9 good output 
capability~ but did not vary these characteristics as you varied the gain set
ting and this we feel we were able to achieve in the present amplifier~ the 
1232o Each tube is individually biased and it is what one would describe as 
a constant gain amplifier a You can put in hot tubes., weak tubes and we have 
run this thing well over a year and the gain change is small enough 
to be called negligible in a long systemo Now starting with this amplifier, 
having the basic tool~ we are now faced with what to do about the cable and the 
subject of my discussion essentially is cable compensationo 

fts I think all of you knoo 9 as the cable wanns up') the signal goes dot-m, 
and unfortunately it varies 9 channel 2 does not lose as much as channel 13, 
so there is a til to We then had to rrake a tilt compensator and for the approxi
nate 2 3 db worth of cable loss 9 a tilt compensation can be achieved with about 
a 2 db' variation from 120 degrees fahrenheit down to minus 20 o So we designed 
an equalizer using channel 2 as the pivot point and therefore we came up with 
our model 3349 which is essentially the the~slope equalizero Now to this 
was added a gain control which compensated the cable against the fact that 
you had a loss at both 2 and 13 and this is essentially a square wave step 
gain control~ that was fed to the AGC input of the amplifier 9 for compensation 
on a flat basis across the banda The combination was put into a single unit 
called model 3348 )l I donut want to bore you with these nurribers S) but essentially 
what we are doing was compensating on the one hand for the slope change, on the 
other hand for the overall gain changeo Tne actual slope compensation came to 
something like 1 dv worth of cable length and the additional amounts required 
for the rest of the cable would be done by a fixed equalizer which compensated 
for the amount of cable you were usingo 

The paper is ess~ntially split up into a discussion of the individual in
strurnentso A chart which unfortunately carne out rather fine 9 I think itvs 
rather the habit of the draftsman to print a normal size and then when it is 
stated down everybody is amazed to find that the print is a little too small 
to be read~ but if you put on your reading glasses you can see it and I ·think 
the explanation is fairly clearo And then finally we set up a typical design 
problem showing what would happen with about five miles of cables and the fact 
that we had what amounted to full compensationo We have transistorized pilot 
carriers and wherever the transistors can be used usefully 9 they have been used 
for reliabilityo We have also included an alann system which some perceptive 
system o.mers may care to purchasea I sometimes think there seerrs to be a re
luctance to put money into equipment and much more into the pocket than perhaps 
nay be wise for the operation of the systeml) but we have tried to include all 
the features that are necessary for a quality systemo We have set up such sys
terrs and operated them and it~s rrore than amazing to find that the theory has 
gone out into fact)) that you have a system that you can apparently put boiling 
water on and throw it into a carbon monoxide bath and have it wind up with the 
same quality signalo 

At the risk of sounding like a poor salesman 9 thatgs the end of rey speecho 
(Applause) 
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In the case of the next speaker, hooever ~ we will attempt to have a question 
and answer period after his discourse~ and if you have questions to put to him 9 

I would very much appreciate your using the floor microphones which are spotted 
around at various locationso 

As our world gr'<M.3 smaller and our CATV industry grows larger 9 it is impor
tant that we be familiar with what is happening in CATV outside our countryo 
We are particularly fortunate today to have with us a man who can give us from 
intimate experience a picture of techniques being used in the United Kingdom and 
in Western Europe~ and a glimpse into the future as he sees it from his vantage 
pointo 

He is an American abroad~ and it is a real pleasure to introduce to you 
Mro Jo Ro (Jack) Evans~ Managing Director of Teleng Limited in Englando He 
will speak on "The Advance of CATV Techniques in Europevv o 

MRo Jo Ro EVANS~ Thank you very much, . Billo I am extremely pleased to be 
here this week at the NCTA Convention and am honored to have the opportunity to 
address this sessiono The growth of CATV Systems in the United States has been 
quite renarkable over the last few years , and noo, after meeting so many of you 
for the first time this week, I am not at all surprised with the results you 
are obtainingo · 

In Great Bri tan today 9 anyone doing anything unusual or out of the ordinary 
in the Telecorranunica.tions field is likely to be labelled a 'vpirateH o You have 
undoubtedly read of the famous pirate ships broadcasting off our shores o Al
though these pirates have been attacked by the Government, the BBC, (which is 
a pooer unto itself) ~ and recording Companies, to narre only a few, the service 
they are providing is in great demand and a force has been created too strong to 
combat o The Goverrurent is now trying to make local broadcasting legal, the BBC 
is rallying its forces in an effort to meet this demand of local broadcasting, 
and at the same time subdue all competitiono I have not heard what action the 
recording Companies are taking; hooever, I imagine they have shuttle boats- de
livering records to destinations on the high seaso 

CATV operators in Europe have at many times in the past found themselves in 
the same boat, in that they have had to set the pace and virtually force advance
rrent througho The only thing is that CATV operators have been called worse names 
than "pirates vw o Actually, there are CATV systems operating in Europe today. in 
countries whose laws forbid these operationso I shall not refer to these sys
tems specifically for fear of prorroting a "buccaneers scrirranage" prematurely o 

The theme of today us session is "Look Aheadw9 
9 and I am to tell you of "The 

Advance of CATV Techniques in Europe" o This is of course a vast subject, and 
I could not even outline the major headings involved in this very specialized 
industry in the few minutes available to me o Therefore I shall lirni t rey remarks 
to the general overall picture of the industry today in the light of what has 
been done, and what we shall be doing in the future o 

In order to understand present CATV operation in Europe, we must first briefly 
look back into history and this will be confined really to English history o CATV 
systems on the European Continent have only been erected during the last few years 
which I will explain and come to latera 

Relay began in England in the early 1920's o One of the first systerrs to be 
installed was in Lytharn Sto Annes in 1922, and radio programmes were distributed 
over pairs of wires o Radio relay systems sprung up all over the country in areas 
of poor radio reception and by 1939 there were approximately 500,000 subscribers 
being serveda Expansion ceased during the war 9 but it is interesting to note 
that these systems played an important part in the early warning in cities such 
as Londono 

After the war when television became available 9 the same areas of poor recep-
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tion for radio were equally poor for televisiono The existing operators were 
faced with the new problem of distributing To V o and new thinking and ingenuity 
had to be appliedo You must visualize that these operators had ~les of cables 
erected which represented very large investments o The natural approach was to 
develop a system to include provision for television which would fit in with 
the existing networks as much as possible o The H oF o (High Frequency) system was 
evolvedo 

Very briefly the t echnique used in this system is as follCMs ~ Normal off 
air To Vo broadcast signals are demodul atedo The video signal then rerrodulates 
an Ho F o carrier and distributed on a pair of wires~ the accompanying sound sig= 
nal being impressed on the sane pair~ but at high level audio frequency o Each 
channel therefore demands a pair of conductors and these are usually provided 
in the form of a multi=pair cableo Special television te~nal units are required 
t o receive these signals and standard domestic To V o sets can only be used if rrodi
fied 9 or by the attachment of special frequency conversion adaptors o 

The HoF o system has been developed to a great extent over the years and the 
technical as well as the corranercial achievements can only be admired o 

However this is only one of the two basic types of distribution systems in 
Great Britain today o The other is the comal type of CATV 9 kncwn as the VHF 
(Very High Frequency) system 9 which follows essentially the same technique which 
has always been employed universally by you in this Countryo I am associated 
with the lattero 

VHF systems were first installed in England in 195lo Growth in the use of 
VHF techniques has been steady S> and today there are over 200 systerrs in operation o 
The majority of these are considered snallS> ioeo less than 10 9000 houses wired 
but there are a number of systems with 20 ~000 = 25 ~000 houses wiredo In this 
figure of 200 quoted, I am not of course including the rrany hundreds of small 
housing estates whiCh are wired and are not licensed by the Post Office o 

Until recently this VHF camp had not been exploited by large capital inter= 
est as had the HF camp 9 but the gap is more than being made upo 

So = we have two types of systems in Great Britain, the HF and the VHF o The 
total number of Television rel ay subscribers is approximately 670 9000 and HF type 
systems predo~nate in subscriber numbers at present o Ha..rever ~ in recent years 
the swing has been t CMards the VHF systems and I am confident that the terrific 
expansion of the CATV industry~ which is just upon us in Europe 9 will be via VHF 
techniques o (Incidentally it is of interest to mention here that in addition 
to TV subscribers~ there are still approximately 900 gOOO sound radio relay sub
scribers only o These nU11IDers are however~ decreasing rather than increasing 
annually) o 

I believe that VHF teChniques will obviously become the standard distribution 
nethod in Europe o Experts have written lengthy theses for both camps and books 
have virtually been written promoting the arguments of both sideso But it is 
essentially a local argument, politically and capitally loaded and except for 
est ablishing the present position of CATV in Great Britain~ as I have tried to 
do, this need not be further developed by rre here o 

Leaving the British scene f or a moment we can noo look at Europeo CATV ope
ration as I rrentioned earliei"~ ~ is very new o 

There have been a nurrber of radio relay systerrs operating for years , but un
til four years ago 9 only a few lirni ted attempts were made to distribute television 
via cables, and these were not a great success generally because of irrmature tech
nical application~ but also we must consider here that television popularity is 
far behind what it is in the United States and in Great Britaino The variety of 
programs is limited and the number of homes with a television set are relatively 
fewo Even today homes with television receivers are only 20% .., 30% of the total 
in most large cities o 



CATV's ''FIRST TEAM'' 

THIS JERROLD TEAM BUILDS MORE 
CATV SYSTEMS ON A ''TURN-KEY'' BASIS THAN ALL 
OTHER MANUFACTURING CONTRACTORS COMBINED 
Since the birth of community-antenna television, pio
neered by Jerrold, no organization has contributed more 
than Jerrold to the growth of this important industry. 

The Jerrold "turn-key" team has already made TV 
available to a million viewers through Jerrold-con
structed systems alone-and there are millions more 
who benefit from Jerrold-equipped systems in over 
1,000 CATV communities in the U.S. and Canada. 

Jerrold's tremendous experience and nationwide 
organization are prepared to help you in every way-

SOME OF THE CATV SYSTEMS RECENTLY BUILT BY JERROLD: 

Ashlar1d, Kan. 
Boise City, Okla. 
Demopolis, Ala. 
Glasgow, Mont. 
Johnstown, Pa. 
Laguna Niguel, Cal. 

Longport, N. J. 
Marseilles, Ill. 
Maysville, Ky. 
Mountain Home, Ark. 
Munising, Mich. 
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 

Ocala, Fla. 
Ottawa, Ill. 
Salisbury, Md. 
Shippensburg, Pa. 
Stamford, N.Y. 
Stamford, Texas 

assist and guide in applying for franchises and pole
line agreements; conduct signal surveys; engineer the 
complete system; supply all electronic equipment, in
cluding microwave; construct the entire plant, from 
antenna site to housedrop, put it into operation, and 
train your personnel ... plus complete financing on 
terms to meet your needs. This complete service-or 
any part of it-is yours from Jerrold. 

Your first move to assure a successful CATV opera
tion is to contactJerrold's Community Systems Division. 

Streator, 111. 
Tallahassee, Fla. 
Tyrone, Pa. 
Wheatland, Wyo. 

JERROlD 
ElECTRONICS 

Wilmington, N.C. COMMUNITY SYSTEMS DIVISION 
Philadelphia 32, Pa. 
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Hcwever, the first successful Jrulti-channel VHF system to be installed in 
Europe was erected in Narnur, Belgium, by Coditelo Today there are three such 
systerrs in Belgiume~ The other two are in Liege and Verviers o The three sys
terrs are no.v distributing to some 10,000 subscribers, (5) five TV programs of 

Slide One four different transmission 
standards 9 and up to 3 2 FM 
radio programrres , over quite 
extensive coaxial networks , 
reaChing up to six miles or 
moreo 1m indication of the 
Channel reception and distri-

Slide Two 
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bution is given in SLIDE Io 
The sys tern, the equipment, 

and all associated equipment 
used were entirely developed 
and supplied by ~ Companyo 

Coditel have also instal
led a small system in Tramelan, 
Switzerland, and are expanding 
in that country, and new begin
ning to install a system in 
the town of La Chaux de Fondso 
This virtually is the CATV 
operation in Europe and brings 
us up to date giving the brief 
background historyo 

To round off the general 
overall picture, I must new say 
a ferw words with regard to the 

practical application of CATV opera-
tion, because it is completely dif
ferent from the applications used 
in your country o It is important to 
realize that these dete~ning fac
tors demand an entirely different 
concepto 

As I have just shown on SLIDE I, 
we are faced with a number of dif
ferent standards- 405, 625,819, 
line band widths ranging from 4 to 
14 mc/s, positive 9 and negative mo
dulation, AM & FM soundo These 
variations all add to the complexity 
of system designo 

From the physical aspect of the 
wiring, our respective problerrs are 
worlds apart o In Europe the CATV 
operator receives a concession from 
a Local Authority, and tied to this 
concession are many restrictions 
with regard to the construction and 
erection o Street crossing are lirni t
ed, (and in many places they must 
be underground), spans via poles or 
umbrella type wiring which is con-
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----~-----~-· __ . __ . --'-.. 
Designation Standard 

·--I 
Video Sound 

Band ~--====-----
Programme Cha. width Line I Mod. Freq. Mod. Frcq. 

Nr MH~ Nr . MHz MHz 

======= -----======= ----
Belgian Fl. 625 . pos. 48,25 A3 46,75 

Belgian Fr. 819 pos. 55,25 A3 60,75 
(i25 

Dutch Ill 7 ' 625 . neg. 175,25 FM 180,75 

French Ill F8A 14 819 poS. 185,25 A3 174,10 

Luxemburg Ill ·. 625 neg. 189,25 FM 194,75 

Belgian Fr. Ill 819 pos. . 196,25 A3 201,75 
1 625 

German . . Ill "625 .' .- neg .. ~ 203,25 FM 208,75 

Belgian Fl. Ill 10 625 pos. 210,25 A3 215,7< \ 

Belgian Fr. Ill · II 819 -~ . pos. '• 217,25 A3 22,';'5 
625 . 

I 

German , .. IV ' 24 ,·:c,;5 . neg. 495,25 FM 500,75 

German ·. 

'I 
IV 26 625 \ ne~. , ' 511,25 FM 51 6,75 

German IV · 29 7 ' 625 ·.· ~cg : .• 535,25 FM 540,71 

German ... IV 625 ' 

I>,~·:::~~ 
FM 

German . . I v 625 . FM 

• _\ ! kJ't I•' \lUf k_nm~ l~· d ~c.·. ~" :.'-'CL"L '.·. t~~ t_ .. ,._.,t, h . 1 v~· '"'n·n ca rw:J .. ,u t '>0 fa r l10 BanJ \ ' 
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sidered general practice in this 
country is not allowed at allo 

The Post Office will not con= 
siderer allowing the cables to go 
on their poles etco The operator 
can only then get his cables thro
ughout an area by placing them 
on private property' and to do 
this wayleaves are required from 
each land ownero Wayleaving is 
considered the most difficult 
part of installing any network 
in England and it can be expen
sive a Only when routes have 
been way leaved 9 can planning be 
finalized o Absentee land amers 
is only one of the many problems 
and headaches involvedo 

SLIDE 4 shows a typical street 
wireo The cable is clipped here 
under the eaves o 

SLIDE 5 shows an estate wired 
in Bath o We see here a typical 
example of the subscriber feeder 
techniqueo The illustration 
here is of a Teleng tapper unito 

SLIDE 6 is a close up of this 
unite As you can see the 
main distribution cable is 
not broken at all and because 
of simple operation 9 insta
llation time is reduced con
siderably a The principle 
use here is patentedo 

A third restriction which 
we have in Europe is the 
result of the selectivity 
of the standard television 
sets on the marketo These 
sets today will not gener
ally accept adjacent Chann
els~ and we must use guard 
channels to prevent co~chan~ 
nel interferenceo This 
severly limits the number. 
of possible programmes wh~ch 
can be distributed on any 
VHF networko 

There are many more limit .... 
ing factors which we have t~ 
overcome or face up to but 
have tried briefly and I hOPe 
not too sketchily to illUS~ 
trate only a few of our prob'"" 
lems with which you do not 
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have to contend in your 
operation., 

.And now "Looking Ahead" o 

What is in store for Europe? 
Well, of course there are 
more television and radio 
prograrrmes coming, color, 
Pay To V.!! 

I have to qualify here 
that l'To/ rerrarks with regard 
to the future are based on 
rey personal views and the 
views of l'To/ Company , and 
I wish to portray our appre
ciation of the situation and 
our approach to find the cor
rect solutionso 

A CATV system erected to
day in Europe nust be capable 
of distributing the follow
ing, if it is to be fully 
utilized: 

1 o At least 9 off air TV 
broadcast progranmes o 

2 o 30 + FM radio pro
granmes 

3 o Pay T., V o programmes 
It also must cover a large 

area, say 100,000 to 150,000 
houses from one aer~al site 
and be commercially acceptable 
and reliable in providing 
the serviceo· 

With regard to I there are 
areas now where six To V o pro
grammes are required to be 
distributed o The schedule now 
planned for new stations to 
be opened will increase this 
to 9 channels in certain areas 
on the Continent in the next 
few years aloneo 

Reo 2, this number of FM 
radio prograrranes is now avail
able in rrany areas o 

Reo 3, if Pay TV is going 
to succeed, and a great many 
in this country are putting 
their shirts on it succeeding, 
it is only natural that it 
be one of several services on 
a CATV systemo 
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Our reasoning goes something like this~-
1 o Pay TV can be transmitted over the air or distributed via cable o Trans

mission over the air is highly unlikely because there is hardly enough air space 
to handle the other services already planned o Actually this is one of l'TY strong
est reasons for believing that CATV operation will soon be a necessity o There 
is already a world tendency for telecorrmunications to go back to wire~ and I am 
sure that statistics will show that more and more cable is being laid each year o 

In Europe especially the situation is that there are many Countries in a restri-
. cted area, all with their respective serviceso Interference now is quite a prob
lem, and I shudder to think what it will be like in a few years timeo 

2o Distribution via cable is the natural environment for Pay TV because of 
the security and the control it offers o 

3o Television off air broadcasting in Europe is such that CATV systems will 
be in rrost cities within the next 15 years o 

4o A Pay TV operation via cable requirement is that only large areas of the 
population can support such a serviceo 

5o Our conclusion is that a system is required where both services can share 
the same facilities 9 thereby carrying only a proportion of the fixed overheads o 

Sorreone Sl somewhere, has said that :'ofue problem rrust first be recognized and 
then a goal set, before any achievement can be ma.de o I think we have done this o 

We have nCM a system which will meet the above requirements which we call 
System Do This system employs principally a special design of '9distributed" type 
repeater of low gain 9 with exceptionally good noise and cross modulation chara
cteristicsg which enables the very wide frequency spectrum of 8-225 MC/S to be 
fully utilizedo 

Slide Seven 
Without the restriction and 
operational difficulties which 
would normally occur with multi
channel operation employing more 
normal type of udistributed v 
circuit type repeaters o Because 
of these outstanding repeater 
characteristics, renarkably long 
system u reach u can be achieved 9 

allowing very large multi=channel 
systems to be built up o On the 
other hand 9 smc1ller systems em= 
ploying these methods will pos= 
sess still more reserve against 
cascading troubles )) and ensure 
simple policing and maintenance 
procedures a 

This slide shews the scherra
tic diagram of planningo Two 
principal types of cabling are 
involved~ = 

1 o Main Lines 
2 o Tapped Distribution Lines 

These are usemi virgin~ point 
to point circuits originating at 
the signal source or aerial site 
and never tapped by subscriber 
connections, but teed into bran
ching or distribution repeaters 
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to generate spurs for further 
main line network extensions , . 
or for tapped distribution linese 
These are lines to whiCh subscri-
bers connections are made . To 
obtain the optimum repeater cas
cading performance, the main lines 
are oper at ed at a max. signal 
level of 30 dbmV , with mino of 
17 dbmV which gives a required 
repeater gai n of 13 db o It can 
be shewn that a gain of this order 
represents the optimum for repeat
er cas cadeabili ty e 

The t apped distribution lines 
(Noo 2) are all generated from 
distr ibution repeater assemblies. 
with a launch l evel of up to 
SO dbmVo 

From this high level the rraxi
mum use of cable spli tting is 
used to provide the largest pos
sible vcoverage' network without 
further repeaters c (This may cover 
up to 300 houses) o Norrrally, to 
extend beyond t his coverage the 
rrai n line network is used or ex
tended to a further distribution 

repeater assembly teed to the main line network , but when advantageous limited 
extension to any 'arm' of the distribution networ k can, if the noise and Xmod 
limitations of - 43 db are not exceeded , be achieved by use of standard repeaters 
used as boosters o 

The AGC units located at approximately 1 mile i ntervals are control units 
for inclusion at intervals, in distribution main, or trunk lines to mitigate 
variations of level caused by cable temperature and repeater mains supply etca 
The (patented) rrethod employed , of obtaining the r equi red control bias , avoids 
difficult VHF amplification in excess of that necessary f or signal amplification 
only, giving a mosy stable unit, free from uncertainti es inherent with amplified 
signal frequency or D ~ C o amplifier techniques e 

The ~C unit , here , for wide band distribution systems , operates from a con
trol or pilot carrier placed above 200 Mc/ s c The gai n of the unit throughout 
the amplifier operating spect rum i s var ied i n r elation to t he level of the con
trolling carrier, giving partial s i gnal level control on a wide band systemo 

The unit is intended for use with a succeedi ng repeater unit Type 228 from 
the output of whi ch the control carrier is extracted by neans of a tee unit 
(provided) 

CATV operators in Europe are of course l ooking forward to easement of ma.ny 
restrictions, and to the advancement i n development of techniques which will 
make living a lot easier. 

Examples of easement of restrictions are as f ollows: 
1 . Standardization of transmission standards . There is evidence of this 

alreadyo England and France are both switching to 625 line standard of a type. 
2 • Improved selectivity of TV sets o Set rranuf acturers are placing sets on 

the market now with improved electricity and when t his higher standard is rrade 
universal, adjacent channels can be used e 
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3 o Provisions made by the planners of new towns for the erection of a CATV 
sytemo Many new towns are being built in Europe and especially in Englando A 
CATV system is being considered as a public utility service to go in a house along 
with the electricity 9 telephone 9 gas 9 and water o Conduits can be provided for 
under street crossings~ cavities made available in houses for flush mounted wall 
outlet units 9 e tco 

Every operat or looks forward to cheaper systems 9 which are easier to install 
and require little or no maintenance o 

Components now becoming available are improving the position daily 9 and of 
course transistors are in the limelig1to A nunber of transistor amplifiers are 
on the British market used in linuted application and of course 9 we all encourage 
further advanceo 

SPEAKER FROM THE FLOOR g I would like to ask you 9 sir 9 about the picture qual
ity~ relative quality~ between your system and our 52 5 line systerno 

MRo EVANS ~ On the picture quality 9 the British have done a very good job on 
the 40 5 line standaro and is ~ I ·think~ the best picture quality I have seen in 
the worldo My experience is limited to the States and Europeo Regarding the 405 
line standard = of course I, as a CATV operator like the 4 rnegacyles and I have 
wondered just why Britai.n has changed to 625 o The French 819 is not exceptionallY 
good o I would say that the s tandard of quality in the United States ~ mostly from 
the studio techniques available in the States 9 is much better than the normal 625 
that we are getting on the Continent todayo 

SPEAKER FROM 1HE FLOOR g Do you use video at all or is it completely RF or 
do you have a mixture~ 

MRo EVANS g No 9 we use completely RF o The HF system~ as I explained does de
modulate the carrier to video and then rerrodulate a HF carriere RF is still usedo 

SPEAKER FROM 1HE FLOOR g What sort of agreement did you rrake with the propertY 
owners when you attach to their homes? 

MR o EVANS g Well 51 we have a very comprehensive contract that we make with the 
owner of each property with regard to liabilityo Of course the CATV operator is 
liable for any damage that is done on the property o To make this legal we do pay 
to the property a-mer a shilling a yearo This is usually paido However, there 
are different techniques which are usedo It is ridicuJous to make a check out 
for 14 cents a year and many times there are agreements by the various CATV ope
rators to give this money to charity in a lump sum or do some local function for 
charityo 

SPEAKER FROM 'IHE FLOORg Could you tell us something about the pattern of 
charges that are made? 

MRo EVANS~ Yes~ the ~ Well any CATV operator is going to get as much money 
as he can for the services vlhich he is providingo Four or five years ago it was 
standard in Britain to charge an installation fee of approximately 5 pounds~ 
working that out quickly that is about 14 dollars and something, with a weekly 
charge of 2 shillings and 6 pence to 3 shillings a weeko A shilling is 14 cents 
so three shillings would be 42 cents 'j) a week o In rrore recent years we have had 
an awful lot of competition by the various CATV operators and there have been 
a limited number of '#hat has been considered good concessions , so in order to 
obtain these qoncessions the competition has been vicious resulting in reduction 
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of the rates to the taxpayers of a particular local authority o The installa
tion fee has fallen off completely and most systems are working on a charge 
of 3 to 4 shillings a week onlyo There are of course the normal terms of pay
ment of paying annually or half yearly or quarterly with appropriate deductions 
in the - of the amountso 

SPEAKER FROM THE FLOORg I believe I heqrd in your talk that you even now 
go back down to strip amplifiers with their individual AGC, I wonder if you 
would corranent of the technical reason for that 9 and what you accomplish by ito 

MRo EVANS~ We do, at approximately every mile on trunk lines only, break 
up the signals, to single channel strips for control We have not found and 
we have used a lot of ALC units, wide band units o We have not found that 
this gives us the sufficient control of what has to be made up on the line 
due to temperature and main power variationso On the AGC strips we are, you 
must look forwa,rd 9 if we go over say 9 channels we must look forward to a lot 
of difficulty in the combining and splitting which does have to be done every 
mile and which is very, very expensiveo Of course, we are trying to develop 
ALC units or wide band techniques along with perhaps equalizers which will give 
us the control which is required on these networks o 

SPEAKER FROM 'IHE FLOORg I was interested in the problem () o (Unable to hear 
speaker) 

MRo EVANS: No, that is not necessary assuming that your combined split 
units are all righto 

On the ALC units which we are using now at every half mile, we are putting 
the carrier frequency above 200 megacycles because we know that we can get a 
better control starting at the high end of the band rather than having the 
generated signal 9 let 9s say at 75 megacycles which I understand is common 
in the States~ but we are still using both types o 

SPEAKER FROM 'IHE FLOOR~ (Unable to hear speaker) 

MR o EVANS~ We are trying too Any other questions? Thank you very much o 
(Applause) 

MR => W o K o HEADLEY~ Thank you very much, Jack, for gl Vlng us a most absorb
ing look into things over your way, both as they are now and as they appear to 
be in the future o 

We have co:rre out very well on our ti:rre and I just want to say 9 Jack, we 
appreciate tremendously your corning here to this session this morning and it 
is a very great pleasure for all of us to have you here .at our conventiono 
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MRo Wo Ko HfADLEYg The next subject to be treated here certainly well fits 
i nto the fonnat of this session, nLooking .Aheadn o It is the subject of transis
torized micrc:Mave for CATVo Delivering a discourse on t hi s subj ect is Mro Paul 
Hertel 9 Assistant Director of Engineering at Collins Radio Companyo 

MRo PAUL HERTELg Two years ago I appeared before this group with corranents 
about new devices and some new areas in which we were working at the time and 
a ttempted to make a guess as to what microwave equipment CATV people would be us
i ng a few years in the future o In looking back a few years and an equal number 
of "rregabucks" of investment in engineering 9 I feel a little bit embarrassed, 
somewhat surprised 9 and I guess a little impressed at how s lew new devices develop o 

Hcwever, over the yearn I think we have rrade substantial progress bot h in the area 
of perfonna.nce and in the area of reliability o We are now manuf acturing micr<:Mave 
equipment with a range of power outputs from 50 milliwatts through 10 kilCMatts 
and frequencies from 4~000 megacycles through 13 ~000 inegacycleso I might add that 
there is much more interest in the CATV market in the 50 milliwatt equipment than 
there is in the 10 kilcwatt equipmento The 10 kilowatt microwave equipment , of 
course~ is for tropospher ic scatter systemso We have at our disposal t oday com
ponents which do allcw us a wide range and type of operation~ and by i ntegrating 
these into numerous product lines~ we qre able to invest considerably more money 
in our development eff ort than one product line along would justi fy o 

I would like to go t hrough a rap1d sequence of slides since we do not have a 
great deal of timeo Our main effort in the past four or five years has been to
ward improvement of performance and reliability primarily by solid stat e designo 
Our first effort in transistorization was of the power systems o We have believed 
from the beginning of our efforts that the pCMer supply reliabil ity of a micro
wave system was predominant in det ermining the overa 1 system r eliabil ity o Our 
first micrc.Mave systems offered battery pc:Mering as an optiono Thi s was accom
plished with rot ary machinery which was not ve:ryattracti ve t o us or to the user o 
As soon as the power transistor came along we applied the transis t or approach to 
the powering system first o Our development effort in microwave transi storization 
was tCMaro a series of improvements in specific areas rather t han attempting in 
one big step to desi gn a whole new producto This allowed us t o do some of these 
things much faster an wo ld have been pcssible if we had wait ed unt i l , for ex
ampl e 9 we had transistors good enough to build wide band i-f amplifiers o The 
economical power transistors arrived in the market considerably earlier than the 
wi de band type transistor which alla~ed us to design transistor i - f amplifierso 
As I said previously~ most of the equipment we are nCM delivering i s transistorized 
with the exception of the r-=f generationo We are doing consider able work in the 
solid state r=f generation area, but we feel it may be many years before we ap
proach the performance of the klystron and TWT systems we are now manufacturingo 
We now have a number of five-watt TWr systems in operationo The first one was 
installed some 2 1/ 2 years ago in Venezuelao This system contai ns five=watt 
transmitters a t each end of a two-way comnunication linko This l i nk spans 175 
mil es between two mountain peaks o I have just received the record of propagation 
performance over a one- year period of t1me in which the reliabi lity was 99o9927%o 
This per f ormance over such an unusually long path was made possible by high power 
and by the use of both frequency and space diversity o 

My first slide illustrates the direction taken to improve the power supplieso 
In this system 24 VDC battery voltage is converted t o high volta ge o This parti
cular power s upply operates a one=watt klystron and produces 750 volts and 1,200 
volts DC o The technique used is to coarse regulate the i nput f rom a 2 4 volt sys
tem at 20 volts DC which operates most of the transistorized equipment including 
the klystron paver supplyo In some cases it is necessary t o have considerably 
higher voltage~ beca se of the voltage swing needed from some amplifiero In this 
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case a converter is used for 130 volts or 60 voltso To operate from 48 volts we 
use the same basic system but substitute a regulating 48 to 24 volt converter 
for the coarse regulatoro For 1 5 volts the same basic equipment is used, but 
the 20 VDC is supplied from a saturating transformer regulated pc:Mer supply ope
rating from 115 volts o 

Next slide o The lWI' system is slightly different in that we have somewhat 
higher pc:Mer requirerrents o The TWI' operates at about 2 ~000 volts on the col
lector and 3 ~000 or so on the helix and about 1500 volts on the anodeo The 
helix and anode supplies are low curTent supplies and employ separate blocking 
oscillator type pCMer supplies o The high current supply operates from an in
verter, supplying 135 volts AC 500 cycleso 

Next slideo In designing a transistorized product the object was to be as 
universal as possible in order to meet as many needs as possible and we came up 
with a packaging scheme we call our "Universal Micrc:Mave Group" in which we use 
many of the same components for system powers of 1/10 watt, 1 watt and 5 watts. 
The purpose of this slide is to attempt to show in a pictorial fashion the common 
use of equipment between systemso If amplifiers for example are used not only 
for video products 9 but also for 960 channel corranunication systerrs o 

Next slideo In addition to improving relJ.ability by solid state design, we 
also had to improve performa.nce particu arly for the message systems 9 and we have 
increased voice channel capacities to 600 and 960 channelso We have given a lot 
of effort to therma.l design; fqr example~ the low power klystrons employ a ther
mal control device which sometimes is called the "beer can" which controls the 
klystron temperature by its CMn heato Hence~ it does not require any additional 
powero More recently a thermal chamber has been designed for the one-watt 
klystron which employs vapor cycle coo J.ngo This particularly has been helpful 
in stabilizing the differential gain on video systems and the intermodulation 
distortion on the message systemso 

Next slideo This J.S a simplified diagram of the receivero We have been us
ing eight~cell preselectors for a number of years to allow quite high density 
arrangements without interference between systems o The i-f amplifier is broken 
into four parts ~ preamplifier followed by a filter equalizer section 9 i-f ampli
fier and limiter discrirninatoro 

Next slJ.deo This is the five-watt transmitter which we drive with either 
1/10 watt or 1 watt klystrons}) depending on linearity requirements and driveo 
The TWT itself needs very little drive since it has a 35 to 40 db gain so a few 
milliwatts is quite adequateo Another device which has been added to this sys
tem to improve linearity has been the linearizer and this, of course, has been 
put in for improved intermodulation performance on message systems and better 
differential gain on TV systemso 

Next slide o This is a picture of the TWI' o We believe, like the designer of 
Telstari) that the 'IWT is going to be around for a while to comeo We have picked 
this device because of its pCMer capabJ.li ties~ its high gain 9 and its efficiency o 
Where we need powers in excess of one watt, we feel that the 'IWT will be the tube 
we will have to use for quJ.te some timeo There are problems in the solid state 
devices which do become limJ.ting at these power levelso 

Next slide o This is the i-f amplifier, which consurred a good portion of our 
developrrent effort o We have been he ped in this task by the rapid improvement 
in technology and transistor manufactureo The IF contains considerable control 
in the bandpass and envelope delay characteristics which effect the differential 
gain and phase of TV systems and we have done a considerably better job even 
than we were able to do with similar tube systems o It certainly is a much less 
costly thing from the operation standpoint, compared to the 25 me vacuum tube 
equivalento 'fube receivers wJ.th similar performance typically had 20 to 25 vacuum 
tubes of the frame grid typeo 
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Next slideo This is a picture of the transistor preamplif ier with a 3 db 
maximum noise figureo It is an example of the rapid change i n t he transistor 
technology o When we started the project we thought we might have t o use nuvis
t ors for the front end to meet our noise figure objective since the transistors 
available at that time could at best provide about 6 db noise figure o By the 
tirre we had finished the main i=f amplifier design portion 9 the trans i s t ors had 
developed to the point where we were able to obtain slightly better noise fig
ures than were possible w1th our previous vacuum tube preamplifiero 

In closing~ I would like to say that I think considerabl e advancement has 
been made in the past two or three years o I think a lot will be accomplished 
in the futureo We are now limited in power output only by our capabi lit ies to 
pay the money and by rccvs limitations on licensing so power output is no longer 
a micravave systems design problemo Battery power and low power consumption 
microwave systems are expected to become increasingly more common i n CATV 9s sys
tems in the future il particularly as transistor designs become available for the 
head end equipmento (Applause) 

t1R o W o K o HEADLEY g Following along the graving trends of today and looking 
ahead to the requirements you will have to meet and the opportunities you wil l 
want to realize in the future 9 comes ~e subject of long line RF cable trans
mission o Here to deliver a paper on that subject is Mr o Dick Cullinane , TV 
Systems Engineer at Spence~Kennedy Laboratorieso 

MRo RIOIARD X o CULUNANE g Thank you very much Mr o Headley o I think we ~ d 
better start first of all with what our concept is of "long" in speaking of a 
long line cable transmissiono The word "long" - like rrany other descriptive 
adjectives - denotes a condition or characteristic which is entirely rel ative 
in natureo Therefore 9 for the purposes of this discussion, we must seek a defi
nition of what we mean when we speak of long line RF cable transmission o 

Notwithstanding the advance through the years of developments i n RF trans
mission equipment~ coaxial cables and in the techniques of their application 
t ogether in systems~ it has heretofore been diff1cul t to achieve and maintai n 
acceptable signal quality in lines with amplifiers cascaded over 18 mil es or 
s oo Even in these cases, accumulative noise and distortion buildup at the end 
of the lines has been such that the installations have necessarily served a 
poi nt ... to-point function~ without sufficient signal quality at the t erminating 
end to feed a further distribution network satisfactorilyo Probably the longest 
RF lines in operation today are in South Carolina~ where Southern Bell Telephone 
Company has installed runs of nearly 30 miles in straight cascade , using SKL la.r 
band trunk line amplifierso Ha.rever, these lines (which are us ed t o i nterconnect 
public schools for purposes of closed circuit instructional t elevision on a point
t o-point basis) carry only two or three channels , with no demands placed upon 
t hem for feeding a dist~bution network after the end of heir runso 

It is therefore proper~ I think to set the definition of l ong line RF cable 
transmission as a line of 15 miles or more in lengtho But we must demand of 
this line a capacity for carrying up to 8 television Channels simultaneously 
and with a signal quality at the terminal end of an order t o serve a wide band 
di stri bution network of more than 100 system miles throughout with pi ctures 
rreeting entirely acceptable quality o Quite naturally 9 as the length of the long 
l ine is extended~ its output into a distribution network will be such that lirni ta
tions must be set on the length of such network o But even with a l ong l ine of 
80 mil es , for instance, carrying four Channels simultaneously~ we woul d deJTEnd 
f r om i t a quality to serve from its output a wide band distribution system of 50 
network mi l eso 

Hav can s ch standards as these be achieved? Current practice in transmission 
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line design is to set a minimum tolerable specification at the terrrdnal end 
of the systemS) then to improve this minimum by an arbitrary safety factor
say 3 dbo Using the more conservative resulting specification~ the system 
designer would then go to curve charts and detennine the maximum allCMable 
gain of the repeater amplifier then available to him 9 consistent with factors 
of econOl'l'o/ to meet system requirements o He would of course be further guided 
by factors of noise and cross=rnodulation inherent in his amplifier and their 
effect on system characteristicso He would know that these factors have been 
treated theoretically by asymptotically converging curves of noise and cross
modulation versus number of amplifiers in cascadeo But he would also be 
aware that even theoretical cascaded limits have not been attainable o For 
one thing, the theoretical asswnption is that both transmission equipment and 
coaxial cable are perfectly matched~ both in characteristic impedance and in 
gain=loss relationshipo In practice these conditions simply are not so, and 
a da.mward system design compromise must be madeo Further~ as the number of 
repeater amplifiers i n cascade is increased, theory dictates a higher input 
and a lCY.ver output level for each repeater o Again, from a practical stand
point~ what result s is an uneconomically and unrealistically high number of 
relatively lower and lower gain amplifi ers in cascade as the length of the 
trunk line is increasedo These problems have combined in the past to limit 
severely the lengths of RF lineso 

Again, how then can such greatly increased line lengths and performance 
standaros as we previously described be achieved? The answer, of course 9 l:ies 
in the availability of a repeater ampl1fier so far superior to those which 
have been previously used that it can actually add a new dimension to RF 
transmission = the dimension of length = lengths of 20 9 40, SO, 90, 100 miles 
and moreo Its operating gain must be h1gh eno gh 1:0 ue economical - let us 
say. 28 db = and its bandwidth broad enough to accorrmodate up to 8 channelso 
Its noise figure must be lCM = around 7 db o Its multi=channel output level 
TJ'O..lSt be reasonably high t aga1n for reasons of econol'Io/ o We will set the output 
level requirement at 40 db above a millivolto And yet its distortion character
istics must be remarkable at th1s + 40 dbmv level = specifically we will ask 
that cross-modula1:ion be down 100 db and second order beats down70 dbo Then 
and only then can these line lengths 9 which have seemed way beyond practical 
consideration to us in the past~ be used with assurance in various system de
sign applications o We are happy to report that we have developed such an am= 
plifier at our company, and feel confident t hat it will make a great number 
of useful contributions to the CATV industry where maximum cascaded lengths 
of point=to-point lines are desi red with minimum distortion characteristics 
at their terminating outputso 

With our sights now reset~ what practical uses do we find for greatly ex
tended coaxial cable lines? We hast en to say that the long line amplifier does 
not appear on the scene as a direct replacemen for micrcwave o It is obvious 
that microwave - widely used to serve CATV systems = is the logical teChnique 
for many extended s1gnal deli very requ1rements o But there are many more si tua
t~ons where the use of microwave may prove 1rnpractical or uneconomical as against 
a coaxial line o And I am sure we are all aware of other situations where micro
wave is simply unobtainable by FCC pe~to 

Let us conceive of a city of 70,000 pop lat1onil w1th two local TV stations 
and located 115 miles away from a major city having five TV stations, including 
an educational outlet and an independent station with highly desirable progr~ 
mingo Between the major city and . our city of 70 ~000 people, and fifteen miles 
from the latter~ l1es another community of 20~000 populationo A tall tower is 
erected 85 mi es from the major city and a complete head end receiving station 
is installed at this locationo The five major city stations are picked up and 
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carried 15 miles via long line to the 20 9 0 00 population corrmuni ty ~ where a side 
trunk is derived to feed this ta-m~ using regular CATV distribution and associa
ted system componentso The long line continues on to transmit the five signals 
the additional 15 miles to the city of 70 ~000 which again is served by a stand
ard distribution networko One head end serves both communities 9 and the two local 
stations are picked up at very litt e expense and put into the input of each dis
tribution systemo Because of the distance involved to the major city, the only 
alternative rrethod of bringing its signals in would be via micrcuaveo But, first 9 

what do you feel would be the prospect of securing an FCC micrcuave permit in a 
case like this to serve areas with two local television stations already operating 
in them? And second~ over a five=year amortization period 9 the cost of installing 
and maintaining the 30 mile long line wo ld be less than a five=channel microwave 
service at typical corranon carrier tariff rates o ThirdS> at no increase in cost, 
other than signal receiving or originating equipment at the head end 9 as many as 
three rrore signals could be added to the long line as the occasion might call for 
them and transmitted -ro the two comm.mi ties o · 

As a second example of long line application g we will set up the hypothesis of 
two cities lying 20 miles apart, each with about 15 9 000 populationo Along the high• 
way between them lie two small corraruni ties g each with a population of approximately 
2~000o The most distant signals desired for dlstribution originate from a city 
80 airline miles to the north of the ~o 15~000 population towns and located more 
or less at the top point of an isosceles triangle encompassing the three communi
tieso The problem here is hew to reach the primary market of 30,000 people with
out a big cost in duplicated tall=taver antenna sites~ and at the sarre tine to 
pick up the market of 4 9 000 people in the two small interlying tc:MnS 9 which nor
mally would be ruch too marginal even to consider service to themo A centrally 
located antenna site is the obvious answerS> but with regular CATV trunk line ampli
fiers)) the runs from the taver of ten miles each way to the larger communities, 
and wide band distribution systems ~nvolving perhaps another 8 or 9 miles each of 
trunk amplifiers in cascade 9 wou d cause signal evels to deteriorate to intoler
ably lav quality tcward the ends of the lines o Mul ti=channel micra.1ave from the 
central t~er to the sma.l ta-ms~ then on to the corronunities of 15,000 population, 
would be absolutely inconceivable in cost for this applicationo But by long line 
cable~ with the kind of transmission capabi i ties we have described 9 the entire 
rrarket of 34,000 people is reached w~ th real econorry from one head end locationo 

Incidentally S> in regard to econOJio/, it is important to remember that by the 
very nature of ~ ts point=tQxopoint functJ.on over long distances, the long line in 
most cases will be running along the highway in rural areas $l where direct burial 
of the cable is naturally indicatedo With present ploughing techniques and spac
ing of the long line amplifiers near y a nule apart SJ the installed long line cost 
per mile will be substantially less than the average cost per strand mile of a 
wide band distribution systemo 

I think it would be appropr~ate at this point also to make reference to another 
development which bears upon our discussion of RF transmission over long distanceso 
The developrnent as l.nteresting as its possibilities may be 9 is not new, either as 
a concept or as an accomplished fact o Un ike open wire, with which most of you 
are probably farnilar 9 the mode of aer1.al transnu..ssion kncwn as c;.,line 9 is not 
subject to climatic condl. tions $l and its use therefore may be indicated under cer
tain circurrstanceso HCMever to reach a practical status in the art of long line 
transmissionS> greater fleX1bility 1.n ~ts application must be achievedo 

Even though we are talkJ.ng•of long lines of 100 miles or more as fully feas
ible technica ly 9 present day applications will more often center around problems 
of extending 6 Sl 7 or 8 s1.gnals perhaps 8 9 12 or 18 miles o It is here that the 
long line technique has its most nurrerous possJ.bi 1.1::i.es c 1rrently o I n this latter 
area I am sure many of you can think from your CMn experience of situations where 
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profitable opportunities could be realized by extending runs substantially with
out having to make a self-defeating sacrifice in the quality of signals result
ing thereafter for distributiono That suburb a few miles beyond the end of your 
present trunk, that little tam 8 miles out from your corranunity where 96% of 
the residents have been clamoring for service for years , perhaps that rnili tary. 
base 16 1/ 2 miles each of your t<.:Mer, for which you could get the contract to 
wire all 3200 dwelling units, but which has seemed as unreachable as the slin be
cause of its distance and its large distribution area after that o o all of these 
opportunities can n<M be turned to money-making actualities with long line cable 
extensions carrying many channels many miles with such an extremely low build-up 
of noise and distortion that the quality of signals at the input and the output 
of the long line seem nearly identicalo 

fts we have said 9 many of today us long line applications, under our new refer'
ence standards of length, are for situations involving relatively short "long 
runs" o But let us take the theme of this panel this morning and see what might 
be on the horizon when we are "Looking Ahead" o Chainnan Henry of the Federal 
Communications Commission recently reminded an audience that uAmerica is being 
wired for sight and sound" o America is a very large country, ladies and gentle-
rren, and it is studded with thousands of sizeable corranuni ties o As television 
is itself extended as a many-faceted medium, its transmission will surely be 
extended in degree and to points which we can barely anticipate todayo And 
just as surely , the unique advantages of mul ti-channel closed circuit cable trans
mission will be recognized and exploited to carry video and audio information 
at RF frequencies over greater and greater distanceso 

A number of you, after the close of this convention, will be visiting the 
World u Fair in New York~ where you will be fascinated by exhibits which project 
your att ention into the future of our world, our scientific achievements and 
our human society o If I may be permitted onesmall personal corranercial refer
ence, I would like t o refer to our cornpany 9 s exhibit at this "World"s CATJ Fair" 
here in Philadelphiao A 16- foot mural in our display depicts a long RF coaxial 
cable transmission line carrying the signals from New York, the World's Fair City 
to our hotel here in Philadelphia, our convention city o We had this mural made 
up in the spirit of good fun and of a colorful demonstration taking some artistic 
licenseo While the close circuiting of World 9 s Fair events to the Bellevue
Stratford Hotel by this means would undoubtedly fall into the category of a simple 
tour de force with questionable practicality, the point I want to emphasize 
seriously is that this feat can be accomplished = now - with new transmission 
achievements that are available to you all and which nay in the very near future 
open great new areas of opportunity, and profit to each of you o 

Thank you very nuch o (Applause) 

MRo Wo Ko HEADLEY ~ Since the session opened you may not believe it, but you 
have heard six speakers and are about to hear the seventh o So I think it us fit
ting now, remaining more or less in your places , to take a short seventh inning 
stretcho (Pause) We have talked about the grCMing need for longer and longer 
point-to-point transrnissiono Another facet, of course, which many of you are ~ 
facing today i s the requirement of the larger and larger distribution systemo 
The next discourse you will hear on that subject ,is entitled, "Problerrs of 
Signal Distribution in Large Communities"o Here to cover that subject for you 
in Heinz Eo Blum, Vice President in charge of Engineering at Entron, Incorporatedo 

MRo HEINZ Eo BLUM ~ Gentlerren, the excellent presentation of l'To/ co-panelists 
might have given you the impression that certain manufacturers have specialized 
in the work of individual system components o HCMever from the association with 
rey friends in the associate rrembership group I knew that all of us have experience 
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